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ROAD MEN MEET IN LONDON
June 23. Leading men
London,
A
jfrom practically every country identi-- I
fied with highway construction and
maintenance were assembled in Lon
don today at the opening of the Inter
national Road Congress. The sessions
will continue through the week and
will be. devoted to the discussion of
every phase of road construction, repair and maintenance. The American
FEDERAL COMMANDER SAID TO Road Builders' Association, represent MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT FROM
HAVE SURRENDERED
TO
THAT COUNTRY VISITING
ing the United States and Canada, has
memsent a delegation of twenty-fivNEAR ORTIZ.
THE UNITED STATES.
bers to the congress. Later in the
week the visitors are to be received
HE MAY BE PUT TO DEATH by the king. Other receptions in their ASCERTAINING
SENTIMENT
honor will be held by the Corporation
London and the British WILL
RIVAL OFFICER SWORE THAT HE of the City of
TRAVEL THROUGH
EAST
Institution of Civil Engineers.
WOULD EXECUTE HIM IF HE
AND MIDDLE WEST INVESTEVER
CAUGHT HIM.
IGATING LAND LAiWS.
MIDDLE STATES' TENNIS MEET

JM

MAKING

A I!

SORROW KEPT SECRET.
Seattle, Wash., June 23 Two members of the eight-oarecrew of the
University of Washington, which
rowed third in the Poughkeepsie regatta Saturday, were kept in ignorance three weeks of the drowning of
their brother, it was learned today.
The oarsmen were Ed and Elmer
Leader, twins, who pulled No. 2 and
No. 3 oars in the race. Their brother, Arthur Leader, was drowned SAN
FRANCISCO
AUTHORITIES
while swimming at Rosa, Wash., June
FIND BING KUNG GANG IS
3, but the twins were not told of. his
MAKE UP OF CROOKS.
death because it was feared the news,
would unnerve them for the race.
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steps to the clerk's desk. ,
"I present to the congress the presii
dent of the United States," announced
Speaker Clark.
!J
Addressing first the two presiding
officers, the president turned to the
desk and in a low, even voice that
was never raised, but which penetrated clearly to every ear in the chamIN AN ADDRESS TO BOTH HOUSES ber, began reading his address. Not a
stir from the audience interrupted.
HE URGES IMMEDIATE
It took the president a little more
LEGISLATION
than nine minutes to read his address,
and its conclusion was greeted by a
AND
BLACKMAIL
vound of applause. As the president
ASKS
HE
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left the chamber he shook hands with
i
A pro23.
June
rndiahapolis,
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of
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conference and made
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ing to $13,000,000, are. represented stt
TARIFF ACT
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it plain that he intends to stand as
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the
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personal plea for immediate action by of the bill Mr. Wilson considers clear who
23. Promithe member of the JapJune
of coolies across the border
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London,
a
in
battle
ihrce
and
days'
fought
congress to revise the banking and ly defensible, but he expects there will around
anese parliament who reached here nent physicians and surgeons from were revealed in letters and docu
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currency laws that business may be be amendments of detail.
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under
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Vas reported lately to have surrenderof the progressive par question of land ownership in tne convention of the Canadian Medical Bing
ident Wilson, for the second time, to- that the bankers themselves eventual- ed. The constitutionalist
representatives
Kung tong, according to inforhere
junta
ty In Arkansas are rounding up here United States by his countrymen. association. The convention sessions mation given out today by. federal
day went to the house of representat- ly would be glad to have direction by was unable to confirm the report.
state convention tomorrow. The While no special program has been will begin tomorrow and continue immigration official.
ives and personally read his' address a federal reserve b'.ard over wmcn
Advices received by the junta and for the
on the subject to both houses of con- they have no control but which would
will name a candidate for arranged, it is understood that Mr. until Saturday.
In addition to the
convention
Death, say the immigration men,
from private sources at Nogales last
properly safeguard their interests. The night stated that Ojeda had been sur-- J governor to succeed Joe T. Robinson, Okasaki will meet tomorrow the rep Canadian members the attendance was the pena'ity paid by all who opgress, assembled in joint session.
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FORMER LAS VEGAN IS MAKING
MONEY. RAPIDLY IN THE
STATE OF ARIZONA.

In Silk Dresses, Wool Dresses, Linen Dresses, Lingerie Dresses,
Wool Coats, Wool Suits, Wash Suits, Parasols, Millinery, and all
Lawns, Batistes. Dimities, Tissues end fancy Wash Goods, at
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The accompanying article taken
from the Arizona Gazette, published
In Phoenix, Ariz., June 17, tel'is of
the good fortune that has befallen
Mr. W. B. Twitchell, now a prominent citizen of Phoenix, Ariz., but
formerly a resident or Los Vegas. Mr.
Twitchell left Las Vegas about eight
years ago. During his residence here
he organized the-- Hotfoot Mining
company, a corporation that attempted to mine the copper deposits in the
vicinity of Tecolote and Agua Zarea,
in close proximity to the hacienda of
the late Don Rumaldo Montoya.
The company was purely local, and
a small sum of money was raised
from the sale of stock at 10 cents
a share to do some development
mines. The
work on the
title to the property was jever perfected an the company about 10
different people claiming to own it
and this cloud upon the title rather
handicapped the Hotfoot Mining company in disposing of its otock. The
climax was reached when Don Rumaldo threatened the company with
injunction proceedings.
A meeting of the directors of the
company was called in the office of
Captain W. C. Reid, over Pete Roth's
meat market, In "New Town," where
the threatening altitude of Don Rumaldo was discussed by tne directorate. At the time of this meeting the
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Nemo Corsets, Kayser's Silk Gloves and Hose,
Wunderhose, Cadet Hose, Interwoven Socks,
Toilet Goods, Sunburst Silk, Butterick Patterns and Publications, all Threads and all
Shoes

Nemo Corsets, Kayser's Silk Gloves and Hose,
Wunderhose, Cadet Hose, Interwoven Socks,
Toilet Goods, Sunburst Silk, Butterick Pat-

"&.asemvtM Son
btoUidliod

terns and Publications, all Threads and all

South SidoBaja

1862

Hotfoot Mining company had about
cents in its treasury.
,
"How much does Don
Ruma'ido
want for this property?" asked
Twitchell.
The secretary replied that in his
written communication he fixed his
.
price at $30,000.
"To avoid litigation 1 move that
we purchase the property from Don
Rumaldo at his price of $30,000, giv
ing him the note of the company in
payment therefor," said Twitchell.
His motion was seconded by an
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FOR CASH OULY

other financier member of the board, erty in Phoenix, and the Sa'it river
but the minutes ot the meeting fail valley, which has enhanced largely
in value since it,s purchase.
to show that it was carried.
Good fortune seems to have smiled
No further work wa3 done upon
"Beecher" since the disorganiupon
comof
Hotfoot
the
the properties
of the Hotfoot company, and
zation
ieft Las
pany, and Mr. Twitchell
since he took up his residence in
Vegas for Arizona, locating mining
flis success in so short a
Arizona,
properties at Ray, Ariz. He estabtime illustrates the truth
of
period
lished the town of Ray and organized
of that Biblical Injunction, "To him
the Ray Central mines, and wltnin
that hath, sha'il be given, but to him
a few months sold his holdings to the
that hath not, shall be taken away,
company
Mining
Ray Consolidated
even the little which he hath."
for $200,000.
The article from the Phoenix paper
This money he invested in prop- is as follows:
One of the biggest real estate deals
to be put through in Phoenix within
the last week or two was that made
this week by W. B. Twitchell when
he so'id lot 2, block 80, to George
Olney for $60,000.
This property is on the corner of
Washington street and Second avenue, opposite the Ford hotel, and
is cne of the finest business locations
in the city. It Is not known what
Mr. Olney intends to do with the
property, hut according to reports he
will probably remodel the present
building or tear It down and erect
a handsome new structure.
y
A
brick building occupies
the property. , On tjje corner la the
office of the 'Arlzona'Trust company,
closed a few months ago. Back of
that, on Second avenue, are the offices of Dr. J. M. Swetnam, the state
veterinarian, and Mr. Twitchell.
Some four years ago Mr. Twitchell
bought the block for 26,000 from Dr.
E. B. Ford. A few months ago he
so'id It to the Arizona Trust company
for practically what he had given.
The trust company, paid $10,000 and
1 then dropped the deal.
H

It lieurdly Seems

1

Decree

Rendered

decree has been rendered in the
case of Antonio J. Ortiz et al., vs. Jose
Damian Duran et al., by Judge W. II.
Pope in the federal court. The decision of the court awards six parts of
the water in the El Llane ditch to the
defendants and instructs them to join"
in the expense of maintaining and operating the ditch, and divides the costs
of the case between them.
Appointed Special Bank Examiner
Traveling Auditor Howell Earnest
has appointed Charles E. Dennis, of
Clovis, as special deputy bank examiner. - The appointment has been approved by the governor.
Dexter State Bank Increases Capital
The Dexter State bank has filed an
amendment to its articles of incorporation, with the state corporation commission, Increasing the capital stock
to $25,000, at the same amount, $100
per share, as formerly. The bank !s
located at Dexter, and the statutory
agent Is Fred Mielenz. The stockholders all signed the amendment, as
senting to the increase.
Supreme Court Rulings
No. 1510.
Larkin Beck, appellee,
vs. E. R. Chambers, appellant. Appeal from San Juan county.
This suit was instituted
the district court of San Juan county to can
cel a contract for the exchange of real
estate, entered into by the parties to
this action on the 12th day of February, 1909, by the terms of which appellee was to convey to appellant certain real estate, situate in San Juan
county; New Mexico, In exchange for
real estate owned by appellant in the
state of Colorado, which was to be
conveyed to appellee. - Judgment
A
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Santa Fe, N. M., June 23. Lytton
R. Taylor of Las Cruces, N. M., has
been admitted to practice before the,

Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to September 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.
(Pueblo . ."$11.90'"
Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'gs $13.70
(Denver, . . $16.60
Tickets are first class good for stop
overs in either direction within final
limifc'ij'or fares to other points, please

call at ticket office.
D. L. BATCHELOR., Agent
BEAUTIFUL

For COFFEE

1
Discharged from Bankruptcy
Frank A. Stevens, of Albuquerquc
has been discharged from bankruptcl
by Judge W..H. Pope in the federal
court.
Increases Capital
The capital stock of the Deming
Lumber company Is to be increased
from $25,000 to $100,000, the chares, at
$100 per share increased proportionately from 250 to 1,000 shares, and
amendment to articles of Incorporation have been filed with the state corporation commission.
iles Bankruptcy Petition
W. C. Reynolds, doing business as
the Joseph Reynolds company, a mercantile concern of Mesilla Park, N. M.p
has filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy In the federal court. The petition gives the assets of the concern at
$31,229.29 and the liabilities as

simply to pierce the truth before
people and let them act as they see fit.
Bvit

That easily explains the cause of many a coffee drinker's disturbance of heart, stomach,
liver andneives.
It's a good idea when the body begins to show disturbances, to quit coffee and use
i
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Postuni
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This
drink, sold ,by grocers everywhere, is warranted pure andfjebsolutely
lree from the coffee drug CAFFEINE. It feeds and nourishes where coffee destroys the tissues
roasted and blended
Instant Postum is made of prime wheat and the juice of
j
pure-foo-

d

high-grad- e

A big cup requires more and some people who like
ful and temper it with a large supply of cream.

strong things put in a heaping

Experiment until you know the amount that pleases
w

Turney Construction Co. Incorporates
The Turney Construction company
has filed articles of incorporation with
the state corporation commission with
headquarters at Deming and James A.
Turney named as statutory agent. The
capital stock will be $30,000 at $100
per share.
The incorixrators uro:
James A. Turney, Albert F. Wooley

spoon-

palate and have it served that

in the future.

and Thomas McCarty, of Deming.
Estancia Firm Bankrupt
An involuntary petitlou In bankruptcy has been filed in the federal court
against Rogers and 3ohn, of Kstancia.
by creditors holding over $500 of the
debts against the firm. The three
men named against whom the petition
is filed are Uulian Tattle, V. P, John
and W. S. Rogers. Their liabilities
are alleged to be $3,014.30 and their

Postum comes in two forms.

Regular Postum

Instant Postum

(must be boiled).

doesn't require boiling, but is prepared Instantly by stirring a level

teaspoonful in a cup of hot water.
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Interest PaJd On Time Deposits

sugar-cane-

,
Java.
to produce a flavor much resembling
A level teaspoonful of Instant Posj.um in an ordinary cup of hot water dissolves instantly,
and makes it right for most persons.

When you feel lazy, out of sorts
a good deal of the daytime, yon
can charge It to a torpid liver which
has allowed the system to get full ot
Impurities. HERBINE cures all disorders produced by an Inactive liver.
It strengthens that organ, cleanses
the bowels and puts the system In
good healthy condition. Price 50c.
Sold by Central Drug Co.

BLADDerITISM

iv C UUAU I
RED CROSS DRUB CO.
I

'

if

WOMEN

It has been observed that beautiful
always have good digestion
John R. McFie, J. M. Palmer, for
If your digestion Is faulty Chamber
Renehan & Wright for ap
apellee.
Iain's Tablets will correct it. They
pellant.
are easy to take and most agreeable
in effect.
For sale by all dealers.
Subscribe for The Optic.
Adv.
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FOR GASH OtlLY
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AT

ALL OTHER. LINES THROUGHOUT THE STORE, WITH THE USUAL EXCEPTIONS,

LAS VEGASSAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

S3O.000 00

Office Whh the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. Q. HAYUON
H. W. KELLY
D.

President
Vice President
Treasurer

T. HOSKINS
INTER.ES
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FOREIGN NEWS NOTES

MONDAY,

JUNE

the imperial supreme court, upholding
the German Petroleum Sales Company
OLD HEIDELBERG
in its refusal to carry out a contract
German-Americamade with the
Pe
troleum Company, the German subsidiary of the Standard Oil Company, is Most
Picturesque
University
not only a material victory for the
Town in Germany.
Sales company, but also an important
victory on the question of the principle
Involved.
Greatest Glory of This City Is Her
The verdict of the highest court reArmy of Ever Changing Students
leases the Germans from the performLeipslz Is Birthplace of Wagner
and Other Noted Composers.
ance of a contract which they found
highly disadvantageous, protects them
Heidelberg, Germany. Perhaps no
from the heavy money loss which
place in all the world has been more
would have fallen upon them for a
tenderly loved than old Heidelberg.
year's disregard of the contract had She has sent men forth, not only over
the decision been 'against thorn, and all Germany, but over all the world,
compels the Standard company to con- who continue to sing songs In her
tend for business in an open market. praises and to write poems In her
It must contend, moreover, against a memory.
Heidelberg unites so faultlessly the
company which has learned American
of mountain and plain of a
delights
business campaign methods by asso- city and a country town of physical
ciation with the Standard, and it beauty and great culture. A long narmust ponduct its business in a manner row plain runs along the bank of the
that shall not furnish more ammuni- Neckar, and here the business part
tion to the supporters of the govern- of the town is situated and above this
is a lovely wooded hill on the
ment oil monopoly project, which will plainof which
stands the castle. For
top
come uprin the Reichstag shortly for those who desire a more intellectual
consideration. The Sales company has enjoyment, there are excellent conbeen strengthening its organization In certs, theaters, libraries and museums;
the last yenr, and all these factors, to- for those who seek health Heidelberg
i3 one of the most healthful spots In
gether with the firmness of the petrol- all
Germany, and for those who love
eum market and the comparative scar- nature
the Heidelberg scenery la
city of tho supply, make it unlikely, in among the most beautiful In the world.
the opinion of experts, that the StandIt is little to be wondered at the
ard company will find itself in a posi- number of people who make Heideltion to carry on a successful campaign berg a permanent home, and their
for the acquisition of the entire Ger- number is increasing from year to
year. The town is filled with retired
man oil business.
officers, professors and civil servants.
. The contract of which the Germans
But, of course, the greatest glory of
complained was to have expired in Heidelberg is her army of ever chang1017. It apportioned the German terri ing students, which keeps her forever
tory between the Sales company and young. The streets are flooded with,
the Standard, giving the latter about them all day long; students in bright
red caps or bright
s
of the total. It regulated green caps, bright
yellow ones, each signifying a different
the method of selling by the Germans; corps.
We foreigners are prone to laugh at
piovlded that the Standard should have
the naming of the Sales company's the scars of the German corps stumanagers, and gave the Standard the dents, and yet dueling is a sport that
power to direct certain policies of the requires more skill and is not half so
In
Sales company ' in certain contingen fatal pr dangerous as football
America.
cies. The Germans, finding that thev
It is very seldom that a man Is
had made a bad bargain, refused after killed and the eyes, nose and ears Of
a trial of the new arrangement to car the contestants are always protected.
ry out the contract. They alleged that A corps duel is very seldom a quarrel,
they entered into it under duress at but just a trial of skill between two
a time when they had lost a fierce friends. Sometimes one corps will
another to meet It on the
trade battle with the Americans, and challenge
were helpless to do otherwise than to
accept the terms of surrender olfered
and that th3 contract was against pub
lie policy in the encouragement of
monopoly, and hence void.
The trial court of Hamburg, in
f;
ftm;
which the 'Standard brought action to
compel specific performance of the
contract, upheld the Sales company
but the Hamburg superior court, to
which the Standard company appealed,
reversed the trial court's decision, although it held null and void the provisions giving the Standard company
power to name and dismiss managers
of the other campany, and certain other clauses of the contract. The Imperial supreme court has now reversed the superior court and upheld the
court of first instance. The Standard
must pay the costs of all three
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Ixmdon, June 23,, The House of
lords will receive a shock should the
new Lord Ashbourne, formerly the
Hon. William Glbeon, decide to take
his seat in that chamber. In the first
place he Is a nationalist and home rul-eand secondly he lnvariabbly wear
the national dress, saffron colored
Wits. These garments will be more
embarrassing in the house of Lords
than Lord Ashbourne's nationalism. It
was not long ago that an Irishman in
Hilts was refused admission to the
strangers' gallery at the House of
Commons, his costume- being considered Inappropriate.
Lord Ashbouurne speaks Irish fluently, is a frequent contributor to the
magazines on Irish affairs, and is alto,
gether an ardent nationalist. His father, whom he succeeded, was ust as ardent a conservative.
r,

The liberal government has decided
does his best work when ha
is in the forties. At least that is tk4
fnference drawn from the appointment
of .Tamer Richard Atkin, king's counsel, as an additional judge of the king's
bench division of the high courts.
Mr. Atkin Is 46 years of age, and
the preferment of a man of those
years, just after England has been in
the throes of a discussion as to whether a man does his best work in middH
or old age, i3 taken as an indication
that the government has decided in favor of the younger man. The new
judge was called to the bar 22 years
ago,' and has devoted almost his entire time to practice in the commercial cases before the king's bench division, over which he is now to preside.

that a man

.

al district of which Birmingham is the
center. Over 40,000 workers, chiefly
engaged in the tube and boiler trades,
have been out on strike for some time
for shorter hours, higher wages and
better conditions generally, and the
brlckmakers, who have similar griev
ances, are threatening to join them
Unless the matters in dispute are
speedily adjusted, all the Black Coun
try soon will be idle. The men today
are organizing marches throughout the
country, inducing workers who have
rot yet struck to Join them.
The tube and boiler workers com
plain that the system of fines and con
tinual changing deprives them of att
unfair proportion of what they have
to work, hard to earn ; that the wages
ere miserably low, and conditions unbearable.
'
In the brickmaking trade a great
many girls are engaged, and they also
are asking for an increase. They want
twenty-fivcents more a week to
For this
wages
Up to $2.50.
bring
they work every week day from 6:30
in the morning until 5 in the evening,
and the work is 'so hard they declare
it should be done by men rather, than
e

women.

Berlin, June 23. To all German officials and other persons In high
places the socialists of Germany are
"enemies of the Fatherland-- ' and members of "the overthrow party." No
good oportunity to proceed against
them is overlooked,' and thi sis ecpeci-allthe case In Prussia. One of the
most extreme cases of this sort is
reported from Breslau.
The Breslau police have distinguished themselves, even among Prussian
Labor unrest prevails throughout officials, by their extreme methods
'the .Black; country, that great industri- - in the campaign against the socialists.
They have stopped funerals and removed from caskets wreaths tied with
red ribbons' entirely on account of the
color of the ribbons. One young man
who protested because such a wreath
was taken from his mother's coffin was
arrested and fined for resistance to
the police.
The latest case also has to do with
a funeral. Some time ago a Bresiaii
socialist, dying, left testamentary instructions forbidding any religious exercises at his grave, or even the presence of a minister. The funeral was
held according to directions, the only
persons present being members of the
social democratic party. The author-ftie- s
have now'begun criminal action
against those in charge of the funeral,
on the ground that the funeral was a
"public meeting" within the purview
of the law reqquiring that the permission of the police be secured for the
balding of such a meeting, and that
this permission was not obtained.
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There was one- guest at the wedding
in May of Prince Ernest August and
Princess Victoria Louise, daughter of
Emperor William, who belonged nei
ther to military, high official nor
Pitcher "Reb" Russel, of the White
court circles, and who was not even of
is doing great work in his first
Sox,
at
to
a rank entitling him
appear
snow.
court at all. This fortunate individual year in the big
was a Munich barber. When Prince
Ernest was iiving In Munich he was Rheumatic Hood'
shaved daily by this young man. Just
before he left Munich the barber laWhole Stray
mented that he should never see the
prince again.
Sciatica, Lumbago, and
Dreaded Articular
"Oh, it may not be so long," replied
Rheumatism'
the prince, and a few days later the
Cured.
barber received invitations to the royal wedding, the wedding dinner, and
the gala opera.
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solved once
for all by Calumet.
For daily use in millions of kitchens has
proved that Calumet is highest not only in
quality but in leavening power as well unfailing in results pure to the extreme and
wonderfully economical in use. Ask your
grocer. And try Calumet next bake day.

RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World'! Pur
Food Exposition,
Chlcifo, III.
Pari Exposition, Franca,
March,

ma.
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Yoa don 't sate money when vou bug
(,heap or tig-ca- n
baling powder. Don't
be misled.
Buy Calumet,
ll't more
economical
more vcholexme
gives
lest results. Calumet it far tuptnor to
sour millt and soda.

The woman ticket sellers at. the stations of the Berlin suburban and city
railroads are becoming "snippy,"
"sihnippisch," as the Germans say,
and their conduct toward patrons of
the roads has caused many complaints.
The- railroad administration lias met
the situation by sending out a circular
Not only are the
of admonition.
women censured,, for some male em
ployees are said to have sinned against
courtesy, but the female workers are
particularly singled out as having been
especially discourteous and pert. The
circular says:
"It has been noticed recently with
regret that the number of complaints
by travelers of discourteous conduct
cn the part of ticket sellers and porters, and especially on the part of the
female employees, has beeu Increasing. It Is complained, and with reason,
that employees show themselves indifferent to the desires of travelers who
naturally wish quick service; that
they ask impolitely what the travelers
wish; conduct themselves pertly; express unjustified doubts as to the genuineness of signatures on commutation tickets; throw change and tickets
at the travelers in a discourteous manner, and eat luncheon while they are
waiting on the public." If conditions
do not improve, further corrective
steps are threatened.
The recently announced decision of
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OF SPORTS
FOR THE WEEK

REST UPON HIS

By NELLIE CRAVEY GILLMORE.

f

Monday.
The head surgeon passed noiselessMiddle states championship tennis
ly down the long, padded corridor oi
tournament opens at South Orange,
the hospital, through the great enN . J.
trance door, and out into the dimly
Southern championship tennis tourlighted street.
Outside was an
woman, CLAIMANT
nament opens at New Orleans.
TO
MIDDLEWEIGHT
whose eyes, strained
and sunken,
CHAMPIONSHIP WILL MEET
Delaware state championship ten
were fixed upon him in the blankness
ALL COMERS.
nis tournament opens at Wilmington.
surof despair. Th& old,
New PJngland championship tennis
geon glanced pityingly at the hollow
Indianapolis, Ind., June 23. Jack tournament opens at Hartford, Conn,
fingers the
cheeks, the
Missouri valley championship tenDillon, who by virtue of his victory
contracted chest
over Frank Klaus last month, con- nis tournament for women opens at
,
"What is it?" he asked, gently.
"You you are the surgeon at the tends he has clinched not only the Kansas City.
hospital? Tell me; Is is he dead? American middleweight championship
championship tennis
The man who was injured this morn-- but the
tournament
at Wimbledon,
the
of
championship
world,
opens
lng crushed between L cars on For- dS
on
t0
,tturela
h,a
'ntnd
England.
street; Dick BndelL you know.
nf
Minnesota
state trap shooting
snininier
I saw It. in the papers all the whole even miring the heated
White Dillon assorts that tournament opens at Crookston.
horrible story. He merciful Go- d- months.
his title to the middleweight crown , Jack Britton vs. Jimmy Duffey, 10
he Is my husband!"
"He is not dead yet. But the end is clear, he say9 he will not exercise rounds, at Buffalo.
Is near, I fear, and inevitable. I am the champion's prerogative and fight
Matty Baldwin vs. Bobby Wilson,
glad you are here at last They sent only once in six months.
10 rounds, at Schnectady, N. Y.
for you right at once, but it seemed
"I fought my way to the top," saTd
Tuesday.
you were not at home and the mes- Dillon
"and now that I have
vs. Charles Ledoux,
Eddie
today,
Campi
was
sage
delayed. Come with me,
20 rounds, at Vernon, Calif.
not
the
I'm
gogained
championship
There isn't any time to lose."
Her heart was beating with the first ing to sit back like a dictator and
Wednesday.
side-stematches. Whenever the
Boston American league team celjoy it had known for ten long years
He had wanted her to come to be public demands it I will tight any ebrates 'world's championship flag
with him at the last! The years of many of my weight at any time, any day.
loneliness and mifc ;ry that had gone, place and over any route. That
meeting cf
Opening of seven-dathe empty, aching years that were to
to be fair enough. That's Hamilton Jockey club, Hamilton, Onought
come all were forgotten swallowed
where I stand. I never was very tario..
up in the one thought that he still
state championship
Connecticut
strong on this talk etuff. My way
cared, after everything!
of forcing recognition as a champion- golf tournament opens at New Haven.
Together they passed noiselessly
North Dakota state trap shooting
through the long, deserted corridors, ship contender was ty righting every
and up the heavily carpeted stairway one that was trotted out for me. tournament opens at Grand Forks.
that led to the accident ward.
Now, since I have climbed to the top
Thursday.
There was a haggard, leaden look I'm not going to change my policy."
Opening of great athletic carnival
about the face that rested so motionAnd Difion has backed up this in Grant park, Chicago.
lessly against the pillow and the pale statement
by going right ahead with
Friday.
were
to
meet
lips
already smiMng
a
Jess Willard vs. Charlie Miller, four
program. He will
fighting
busy
the kiss of death.
meet the old warhorse, Tony Caponi, rounds, at San Francisco.
Slowly, falteringly, the woman stole
bout at Winnipeg next
forward and knelt down by the cot in a
Saturday.
She laid her hands on the injured week, and on July 3 he will meet
Central states championship tennis
man's cold, inert fingers.
Bill McKinnon, the eastern middle- tournament opens at St. Louis.
"Dick," she called, softly. The eye weight!, in a
bout at Indiane
championship tennis tourlids quivered for a second, then raised
nament opens at Cincinnati.
apolis.
themselves heavily. A faint look ol
Dillon, who always keeps in good
recognition passed over the pallid feaand never has to take off more
NORTH DAKOTA
tures, followed by one of infinite de shape
two
or three pounds to make
than
lin
Bismarck, N. D., June 23. Separate
The
fast dimming eyes
spair.
gered tenderly on the woman's worn the American middleweight limit, services for the English, Germans,
s
face for a long time, then roved doesn't need a long siege of training Swedes and
will
around the room as though in search to get in condition. He is on edge be a feature of the annual encampof something, and closed wearily now for his bout with Caponi and ment
of the North Dakota conference
again. Therp was an unbroken si- he and his manager, Sam Murbarger, lot Seventh
Day Adventists, which
lence of several minutes.
are more than willing to take on began in Bismarck today and will
and
door
the
opened
Presently
continue through, the week.' Deleclosed- quietly, and the sound of Jimmy Clabby at some later 'date.
"These clever boys are just right gates from many cities and towns of
quick, soft footsteps echoed through
the room. The sharpened ears of the for Jack," asserts Murbarger. "I see North Dakota, are in attendance.
dying man caught the sound and he Clabby is claiming the championship
stirred restlessly. With a final effort since he beat Eddie McGoorty out In
his glance shought that of the wife at Montana. Well, that makes It all
The Brilliant Stars of June
bis side, a glance full of mute agony
the better. But before Clabby can
By the end of June, Mars, Venus,
and appeal.
such title he will have to Saturn and Jupiter will all be mormri a;
"Forgive!" he whispered thickly. A grab any
real champion. When stars, but Foley's Honey and Tar.
defeat
the
glazed light Btole slowly over the
Compound is at all times the "fiuu"
pleading eyes and another soul was Jack beat Frank Klaus he became medicine for coughs, colda, croup rat i
with its Maker.
the world's champion and that's all whooping cough. A cold In June is as
In a daze, the woman released hef there Is to it. Klaus and his man apt to develop into bronchitis or pneuhand from that other one, fast grow- ager have made a big holler but they monia as at any other time, but not if
ing cold in death. She rose mechan- can't lay Klaus' defeat to local fav- - Foley's Honey end Tar Compound Is
taken. O. G. Schaefer and Red Crcs3
ically from where she knelt, and for oritism. I Intended to
ignore Klaus's Drug Store.
the first time turned her eyes toward
the newcomer. A wave of sickening complaint to undue favoritism because
to.
No person need hesitate to take Foapprehension swept over her at a con- I felt it was too foolish to reply
fused realization of the wretched More than 12,000 people saw fjiat ley Kidney Pills on the ground that
truth. This other woman, then this contest and at least hail or tnem they know not what is in them. Foley
child with the flower-likface and came from distant points. Not one & Co. guarantee them to bo a pure
fragile form, with an infant in her of the 12,000 can fay Dillon didn't curative medicine, specially prepared
for kidney and bladder ailments &ai
arms this was the wife for whom he win and
a good margin and if any irregularities.
They do not contain
had sent, and the child his child! ' one has by
it
about
I haven't heard
habit forming drugs. Try them. O.
There wa3 a terrible stress of si"Klaus has tried io make capital G. Schaefer and Red Coss Drug Store.
lence. The older woman noted the
of the fact that Tom Dillon was
out
hands
of
the
spasmodic clenching
A substitute medicine la never for
that crushed thG baby to the mother's the referee, leaving the inference
breast and the piteous question in the that Tom Dillon is Tommy Dillon, the benefitto of the buyer. Never be
buy anything but Foley's
eyes which her lips refused to frame. Jack's brother. Now Klaus knows persuaded
and Tar Compound for con,;l:a
For a moment she was torn by bat- that .Tack Dillon's real name is Kr- - Honey
and colds, for children or for grown
tling emotions. A wild impulse rushed nest Cutler Price. Tom Dillon is a persons. It is prompt and effective.
over her to denounce him, his treachbusiness man and a politician who It comes in a yellow package, win
ery three ruined lives the forfeit.
in In- beehive on carton. It contains,
the
awhile
After
younger spoke. has a mighty good reputation
Take no substitute for I
was opiate
Tom
true
that
is
It
dianapolis.
Her voice was harsh with pain:
and Tar Compound. 'O.
ley's
Honey
"Tell me-- for God's sake are yon big enough to break the boxers, apart G. Schaefer and Red Cross Dru,j
was he anything to you?"
when Klaus held on nntil the big Store.
For ten seconds the other woman's crowd began to hiss in the third
face was as waxen as that of the dead round. Klaus wa3 beaten and nn
A Worker Appreciates This
man's lying near. Into her face had
Wm. Morris, a resident of Florence,
Jack
medicine.
his
to
take
cornea new light and her voice sound- ought
Oregon, says: "For the last fourteen
gave him two pounds in weight and years my kidneys and bladder
ed low and sweet and lull of pity.
incapaNow
the trick.
citated me for all work. About eight
"No," she said, "there was a mis- even then turned
return
a
about
months ago I began using Foley Kid
take. The name was the same. I Klaus needn't worry
heaid rumors on the street and was match, jack will meet him when- ney Pills, and they have done what
frightened alarmed, and ran up here. ever the public demands it and a ether medicines failed to do, and now
I am feeling fine. I recommend FoVoui- - your husband was dying and
suitable purse Is offered."
ley Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer and
I he was expecting you. . He thought
Red Cross Drug Store.
that it was you who had come when
are
that
insects
of
bites
Stings or
I entered the
room. We we knew
itchin?
or
by swellings, pain
WHOOPING COUCH
that he was dying and and had not followed
should be treated promptly, as thfi5
"I have used Chamberlain's Cough
the heart to undeceive him."
SNOW
BALLARD'S
are poisonous.
She went down the stairway as one LIVIMENT
counteracts the poison. It Remedy every since I have beea
In a dream, and on out into the
is both antiseptic and healing. Price keeping house and I consider it one
street.
Sold o the best medicines I have
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
ever
(Copyright by Dally Story Pun. Co.)
bv Central Drug Co.
used. My children bavo all used it
and it works like a charm for
Tiny Electric Dynamo.
is suffering the douWhen the
The smallest electric dynamo In the ble afflictionbaby
of hot weather and bow- and whooping cough. In fact, I conis sider it good for any kind of a threat
world was exhibited recently before
el disorders, the remedy needed
the French Academy of Science. So McGEB'S BABY ELIXIR. It reduces or lung trouble, and do not; think
any'
small is this dynamo that its base the feverish condition, corrects the
household complete without it," wri1- j
an
on
the
the
of
all
not
would
space
occupy
stomach and checks looseness
American penny. The Instrument Is bowels. Price 25c and 50c per bottle L. C. Tlaiuos, of Marbury, Aia. To:;
will look a good while before you fir!
a perfect miniature of a largo ma- Sold by Central Drug Co.
a better preparation than Cli.m.'u r
chine, and is a practical model in evloin's Cough Remedy for colds' c ss
ery respect. It works with a hum
FOR A WEAK STOMACH
that sounds like the buzz of a mosTake Chamberlain's Tablets. They whooping cou:,h in children. H
of an
quito..,, It weighs only
For sale by all denter Alv.
stomach to perform its
s
of an inch enable the
ounce, and is
'sale by 'all tains no narcotic and is p'.vw ant '(
For
naturally.
functions
an
inch
high and long and only half
thick. The little dynamo can be used dealers. Adv.
THE LATEST FASHION
not only as a generator, but as a moNo Substitute Could do This
tor, consuming, in this latter case,
Says: "It Is a wise ps
two amperes of electric current at a
No inferior substitute but only the against getting boles in di:'ic;:
f
volts. A genuine FoW Kidney Pills could have ry to
pressure of two and
powder the shoes befgrf
small pocket battery will operate it rid J. F. Wal'.ich, Barllott. Neb,, of bis
them on." . Many pe
&pri
wan
"I
Ho
trouble.
says:
kidney
bothered with backache, and the pain famous at;!isPX)t'o i;ovdn,
Cruel Maid.
into tlm eIwk, t.
Ke (nervously) Margeret, there's would run up to the back of my head, Foot-EasI took
cot-i ;
been something trembling on my lips and I bnd spells of dizziness. did the that it eavos
Foley Kidney Pills and they
for months and months.
ien
ia
from
kwivtes
lok
ri-of
I am now entirely
She Yes, so I see; why don't you work and
cc
as
my
and
lessening
O.
G.
Schaefer
trouble."
kidney
Kfiave it off? Tiger.
f
f
tb
and
Red Vros3 Drag Store.
smarting
8tuig
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University Building, Heidelberg.
dueling ground just as one football
team will meet another in friendly
rivalry.
Leipzig is quite different from Heidelberg, a bigger and more commer
cial place. It ia the center of book
publishing for all Germany.
The new Ratliaus Is a most pompous
and ponderous looking affair, with
none of the charms of the old, built
with a twentieth century eye for use
instead of for beauty. In back of this
Rathaus Is one of the most charming
and quaint fountains in Germany. It
is a wilderness of little figures of boys
and girls and geese and .dogs and cats.
Perhaps Leipzig's greatest glory Is
that it was here Richard Wagner was
born. His birthplace Is a homely old
building with stores on the ground
floor. A simple tablet marks the

lislng
There is a host of ptlla, powders,
ablets and what-no- t
for .rheumatism,
jut they all lack the first essential to
elng- a natural medicine.
To begin
with, rheumatism is simply a name
given to designate a variety of pains,
and Can onlv he rsm-hphy lr,-i'
Sating the entire blood supply with a house.
naturally assimilative antidote. True,
the pains may be eased with narLeipzig has always been a musical
cotics or the Holds
center and here such men as Wagner,
for the time being. But such methods Bach, Schuman and Mendellsohn
have
do
not
even
and
lead
merely temporize
to a cure. Tiiere is but one standard lived and here helped to make the
rheumatism remedy, and is sold in all music for all the world. The Gewand-bau- s
drug stores under the name of P. S. S.
orchestra is amongv the best in
It contains only pure veritable
elements and is iibsolutely free of mer- Germany.
As in Heidelberg, In Leipzig It is
cury, iodide of potash or arsenic, and
has proved a wonder fnr
the German student that is the glory
of rheumatism.
of the place.
They are to be seen
The recoveries of nil tvr,a
Trau
matism by the use of S. B. B. is a fine everywhere, In the streets, in the restribute to the natural efficacy of thi3 taurants and at the theaters. They
remarkable medicine, for it Is assimi- are the me hat will make the Gerlated just as naturally, Just as specifiAnd the Germany
cally, and just as well ordained as tho many of tomorrow.
most accentable. mnst r.aiBt-,of tomorrow will be a great and powmost readily
food. Do not erful nation. True, it is already great
ran to
a bottle of B. a, S. In.ii.iv and
powerful, but it la only a-- beginYou will be astonished t tho
nii.
If your rheumatism la of a,.h
ning. "Vort schritt," progresa, that is
that you would like to consult a great the word the battle cry heard ev"I'ctnusi oonnuentiaiiy, write to The erywhere on the lips of every am. It
Xne Bwlft Specific Co.,
is the fas they follow
137 Swift Bids., Atlanta, Ga,
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this work in whfch he has been en
gaged a number of years.
Then a little further up the stream
ESTABLISHED 1879
is the mining camp of J. A. Baker,
where if Mr. Baker is feeling pretty
Published By
lively he will Join you in a visit to
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
the workings on his asbestos prop(Incorporated.)
erty and'to the copper mine.
Going on a short distance is th
over Alpine gulch, where is
bridge
EDITOR
M. M. PADGETT
one of the most striking pictures of
mountain scenery in this vicinity. It
is so difficult to photograph that a
good snapshot has never been made
and it will require the brush of an
Entered at the postoffice at East artist to do justice to its beauty.
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmission through the United States
snails as second class matter.
WITH. THE BOXERS.

Olje ijatly (Optic
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EDUCATIONAL ASSONATIONAL
CIATION ARRANGES FOR EXCELLENT PROGRAM.

THEY MAINTAIN A GIANT FER
TILIZER FACTORY TO KEEP
THE LAND hERTILE.

Salt Lake City, June 23. School
patrons, members of boards and trustees are expected in large numbers
from all parts of the country at the
National Education association convention in this city July 5 to 11. The
program, it is contemplated, will hold
much of Interest for them.
The special departments of school
administration and school patrons
will discuss at special meetings the
different phases and methods of
school ai?ministration
and maintenance.
The school administration section
will hold meetings Wednesday and
Friday mornings of convention week
and on Wednesday afternoon there
will be a special joint session with
the school patrons section.
'JRural School (Organizations and
Administration," "Rural School Finances," "School Engineering," "The
Value of School
Surveys," "Trade
of Home
Schools," "The
and1 School" are' among the special
topics already announced for these
meetings. The speakers will Include
County Superintendent Mark Keppel
of California, State Superintendent
Edward T. Hyatt and State Superintendent L. R. Alderman of Oregon.
Departments of rural and agricultural education, libraries, normal
schools and others will have special
programs, aside from the general con.
vention sessions, that will Interest
the school layman.
School trustees and taxpayers interested In education are coming In
force to the convention from all
parts of Utah The forthcoming convention has incited a wide interest
in this state,, where education is re
Indigarded1 as highly Important.
somethat
Is
fact
the
cating this,,.
thing more than 86 per cent of the
entire tax revenue of the state Is
expended for educational purposes.

landowners, and is farmed through
on a share basis.
as it would
Consequently
have to be practiced m the United
States is not to be seen here. The
men belonging to the association are
landowners and the small farmers
receive (Only Indirect benefit fnom
associations witnout.
the
Into
their
management. In
euttjilnjj'
such an enterprise as the one seen
by the commission in Piacenza it is
clearly shown that an association of
farmers or landowners is capable
of giving an economical administration to a business enterprise. There
is no paternalism nor leading strings
connected with the project. It is such
a business undertaking as would be
worthy of the best of American enterprise.
The association has erected a large
warehouse for storing farm implements. A majority of the machines
are of American manufacture, but the
assertion so often made in the United
States that American machines can
be bought at lower prices in Euurope
than at home did not seem to be
borne out by comparisons in prices
made by. the members of the commission with the managers of the
warehouse, although the prices quoted at the warehouse were practically
wholesale prices, since no profits are
sought in the sale of implements to
institumembers of the

a tenant system

Fiaeenza, Italy, June 2t. A
plant for the mauuiacture of
phosphate fertilizer, a storage warehouse for distribution of farm implements, and a plant for manufacture of corn cattle food; ' all built
'
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
through cooperative effort and fiDaily, by Carrier
Smith has signed to box
Gunboat
nanced
through credit
05
Far Copy
George Itodell in New York June 27.
obtained, were shown to the Ameri15
One week
New Orleans fans will witness some
can commission on agricultural co65
One Month
fireworks when Jack Britton and
operation here today.
7.5C
One Year
Charley White meet in that city on
The manufacture of compressed
Dally, by Mall
July 4
corn
cakes was an impressive dem56.00
One Year
Tqmmy Murphy and Johnny Dunonstration of the utilization of every
3.00
Six Months
dee, the New York lightweights, will
asset which is a characteristic featbout at Vernon,
clash In a
ure of European agriculture. The
'i
15.
i :,
Calif.,
July
STOCK
AND
country about this city does not pro
WEEKLY OPTIC
0
Bombardier Wells has posted
duce any corn. Cattle is raised,
GROWER
for another bout with George
$2,00
however, and so corn has to be
One Year
Carpentier, the French champion.
bought from other districts. In the
Six Months
recently knocked out
Carpentier
corn grain there is an oil which has
Wells in four rounds.
absolutely no .nutritive value. It is tions,
v
(Cash in Advance for Mall Subscripa waste. But in Italy the corn is
of this enCredits
for
operation
PATROL.
BOAT
MOTOR
WORK OF
tions.)
in hydraulic presses and this
placed
are
obtained
through a local
terprise
Washington, June s'S. Secretary
Remit by draft, check or money or.
oil is squeezed out. The oil is sold
not one of a
hut
bank,
C.
has
Redfield
of Commerce William
ir. U sent otherwise wo will not received
for the manufacture of soap and the rural
bank
is a
It
ot
type.
the
from
bureau
navigaloss.
be responsible for
corn Is pressed into cakes which are
'
tradessmall
the
organized among
tion a statement ol the operations
Specimen copies free on
distributed among the members of men of the town as well as the farmof the motor boat Tarragon and the
The
institutions..
the
ers, and though much of its business
results accomplished in the enforce
same plan has been attempted In
is to decentralize credit for the
ment of' tlie motor boat and other
the United States,, but was not found tradesmen and so
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
help the small
laws. From July 1, 1912,
navigation
There 1b
successful.
commercially
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
the
policy of grantit
335
pursues
of
dealer,
a
total
to May 81, 1913,
days,
not profit enough in the sale of the
PAID FOR
privilege to agrievery
possible
ing
the Tarragon was in operation 210
oil nor In the sale of the corn cakes
cultural enterprise. The. notes of the
days, during which 6,305 miles were
in competition with the grain. But
of
agricultural association are discountthe
average
a
are
Advertiser!
covered,
daily running
guaranteed
in the enterprise visited by the comed and also the notes of the farmers
conditions
premiles.
Weather
circulation
30
and
weekly
dally
largest
mission profit Is not considered. So themselves ' on
made
20
purchases
the
for
New
cluded operations
days;
of any nwspaper la northern
long as there is any saving at all it through the association when guarboat was out of commission for 16
Mexico.
is sufficient reason to adopt the anteed
by the association.
days for the Installation of radio ap
plan; for the entire wont is carried
was
time
the
and
remaining
paratus;
on upon a cooperative, nonprofit
TELEPHONES
NO SECRET ABOUT WOMAN'S
lost for the construction of a pilot
basis.
2
seeking
Main
OFFICE
BUSINESS
BEAUTY
'lack
minor
for
through
repairs,
house,
In the manufacture of the phosMain 9 of an
NEWS DEPARTMENT
The flashing eye, the elastic step
engineer, and because of the
phate fertilizer it is evident that the and the brilliant complexion are never
necessary absence of the navigating
farmers have gotten down to raw
of organic troubles; but
officer.
MONDAY, JUNE 23, 1913..
material prices at every point. Iron companions
Violations of navigation laws by
is the distressed expression, aches
it
oxide is bought and roasted. The
867 vessels were reported, of which
and pains,' faintness, dizziness, that
freed sulphur is employed in the
or
225 cases remain to be disposed
UEJlOCKATiC ALFONSO
down feeling, and1 theb lues
manufacture of sulphuric acid. The bearing
as soon as the officers have availed
If
natural phosphatic rock Is bought and that are the telltale symptoms.
remember
would
women
Highly interesting political develop Hhemselves of (the opportunity to
such
only
treated with the acid for manufacments lie belutiu the successive min- present their defense to the departCom
AND
DIXON
DUNDEE
ture of the fertilizer. In this way that Lydia Pinkham's Vegetable
isterial "crises and changes in the ment. In addition, about 400 cases
overcomes
such distressing
pound
themselves
farmers
for
only
the
buy
cabinet At Maui id. The most strik- of failure to carry the means of exthe raw material and conduct every symptoms, womanly beauty would be
reTRAINING
been
BEGIN
have
TO
the
is
latitude
tlie
cf
king,
gasoline
JJniig
tinguishing
ing
no longer a secret.
step of the manufacturing process
.j 'uiwi60 has not only again shown ported to United States attorneys unundertakis
a
It
themselves.
large
iiiniiteii' a democratic monarch, but der sections 6 and 8 of the motor
SOUTHERN
TENNIS TITLES
The prolias broken with one of the oldest boat act. The amount s$ mitigated FEATHERWEIGHTS WHO WILL ing but it has succeeded.
New
La., June 23. With
Orleans,
fertilizer
duce
of
the
supplies
party traditions ot Spain. This is fines assessed and estimated to ne FIGHT JULY 4, TO START HARD for farms of plant
cream
the
southern tennis tal
of
the
the
115,000 acres about
what may pe called partisan rotation assessed in cases not yet settled will
WORK TOMORROW
to
on
for honors,
ent
hand
compete
city.
in office; tile regular succession to be nearly $5,000. The department has
annual southern championship
the
of
the
actual
The
demonstration
nearthe liberals of the conservatives, and shown leniency in the rases ot
Albuquerque, N.. M., June 23. The
tournament opened this morning on
vice versa. Strong In the belief that ly all first offenders, as the aggre- greatest interest ,is being manifested ability of a community of farmers
eco- the courts of the New Orleans Lawn
conduct
initiate
and
to
thus
this ancient rule was stillin force, gate statutory penalties incurred by fight fans throughout the state,
club.
Large delegations of
tha leader on the conservatives, would have amounted to about $300,-00- and even in corners of adjoining nomically a manufacturing business Tennis
are. here from
enthusiasts
and
was
of
the
this
size
most
convincing players
.
.Senor Maura, made a public declarastates, over the boxing contest to ne lesson of the
Dallas
and a num
of
agriMemphis,
Atlanta,
practicability
on
May held in
The Tarragon represented
tion a few months ago to the effect
Albuquerque on the afternoon cultural
the com- ber of other cities of the south. Only
which
$7,of
investment
1913,
come
a
31,
tor
that the time had about
capital
of July 4, between Johnnie Dundee mission has
yet seen.
preliminary games were played today.
s
him to take the place of Count
20S.39, of which $4,500 was the initial of New
York, and Tommy Dixon, of
on
is
the
was
carried
The
by
balance
cost
expended
the
and
enterprise
as prime minister
The
Kansas City, both of whom are con
Pitcher Fromme, the former Cincin
an association of
authority over his own party for repairing, refitting, and equip- tenders for the featherweight cham- Consortio Agrarl,
natl
Red's flinger, looks like a winner
In
of
this
landowners.
From
work.
Its
part
Italy
had become somewhat
impaired. ping the boat for
pionship of the world.
Giants.
the soil is mostly owned by large with
There .were sharp and growing dif- June 27, 1912, to May 31, 1913, the
By gaining a twenty round decision
ferences among the liberals over operating expenses amounted to
over Jack Waite of Chicago, in Lok
Jut i'.m
and the receipts and estimated
questions of policy. In a word, the
Anjelps, on .Tune 17, Dundee is a
to
and
fines
from
penalties
fall
receipts
liberal
of
a
signs
card than ever.
were visible, and to Maura's mind $1,595. This important work is there- greater drawing
Will
BOtll
ueglil actual uaiiiiu;;
to
lioys
the only thing necessary was to no- fore being done at small expense
on Tuesday, Juno 21.
in
of
Albuquerque
net
cost
the
as
tify ihe king of his readiness to taice the government,
Dixon has been on. a vacation down
was
otlUfe. But Alfonso could not see it the operations for 11 months
a farm near Kansas City with Char- on
"than
$1,0.00.
that way. He sent for Azcarate and less
fT.l.
ntr.t,tfn. Vnra.i'ntr"
r..
tire ri6""g
lie reierson,
'ther republican leaders, and urged
and
a
Bobby Dibbons, a
RAILWAY
welterweight,
WILSON FAVORS
them, for the sake of educational re
bantamweight.
Jimmy Hurst,
clever
Chamber23.
Senator
June
Alaska,
form and other measures in whi.;h
for Dixon, sends word that
the
consent
manager
unanimous
by
lain
comwere
sought
to
make
they
interested,
of
mon cause in the Cortes with the lib- senate today to pass the bill for con- "The Fighting Tar" is in the best
he will
erals. The response was hearty. struction of a government railroad in shape, and is confident that
Italian. Dundee is in
Though some ministers resigned, dis- - Alaska, but failed because Senator Ov beat the Gotham
the result of his
as
for
shape
more
time
splendid
mayed at seeing their party extend-- erman objected, saying
'and Whe
Jng by the left, Romanones was able study of the subject should be allowed. training for the Wolgast
-3
contests.
sento command a majority; and to make . Senator Chamberlain told the
who
Kid Payo, of El Paso, Texas,
over his cabinet. The political seas ate, President Wilson, while not combefore him are stil'i "troubled1, and mitted to any bill, favored government claims the bantamweight championthere is no telling how long he may construction.
ship of Mexico, will be one of
1
able to sustain nimseif amnTtne
sparring partners, and will so on
in tne
as.uusi huuib i;uhu
plotting and intrigue now rife at the
AMFRICAN PLAYER WINS
"
E.
23.
bantamweight.
Maurice
Spanish capital. i; But whatever the
Wimbledon, 'June
Immediate party 'outcome, the king MeLoutihlin of San Francisco beat H.I The Dundee-Dixofight promises to
win have heightened his prestige, not F.oper Barrett by three sets to two in; draw fight fans from ail over: New,
merely as a monarch fully committed the first 'round of the English lawn Mexico, Arizona and west Texas, as it
to parliamentary government, but as tennis
all that the contest will
championship. The score was: is realized by
a man of bold Initiative.
be an Important one. Many seat res;
ervations have already been made.
$5,-00-
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IRON IN COOL COMFORT
ELECTRIC

AN

IRON will

save your temper during

the coming hot months. You can iron where coolest
and most convenient by attaching the plug to the neap
est Electric Light socket. Using the Electric Iron, it is
not necessary to maintain a hot (ire or to tramp back
and forth to change your irons. One iron does all the
work it heats quickly and stays hot as long as de?rcd.
Electricity heats the face of the iron prh it does
beat the handle or you,

nt
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Las Vedas Lidht & Power Co.
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LAWMAKERS RESUME WORK.
FORESTERS MEET AT WATERLOO
Oklahoma City, June 23. After a
Waterloo, la. June 23. Waterloo
three weeks' recess, taken in order is entertaining for two days the anto give the committees time to catch nual state convention of the Catholic
up on their work, the Oklahoma leg- Order of Foresters.
Delegates from
islature reconvened at noon today. all parts of Iowa are in attendance.

The general appropriation and general revenue bills'" and marriage,
health and road measures are ready
to be reported and hopes are entertained of getting them through
promptly. - The general appropriation
bill carries $ 1,000,000 a year.
,,

Prior to the opening of the business
sessions this morning the delegates
attended solemn high mas3 at St. Joseph's church
Subscribe for The Optic.
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SEE OUR OWN SCENERY
-

A

FIRST.

Trip to the Forest Station.
One of the excursions from the Y.
M. C. A. camp ought to be over the
j ;i!.,'o from Porvenir to the Gal'iinas
planting Elation, where the flag of
Mir country floats over grounds
by tlie forest service to the
coniferous
Pipf'Katicn of young
ttf- - in bo transplanted Into parts
of jhp mountain where firo or other
ciuufs hav; destroyed the original
v''wtii. . ?.ir Burrall, the official in
tt..' Lf
of the planting elation, can
- '"t of
HiffefiUng thUiS's a'JyUt

m

's

-

'

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas" City, Mo., June 23. Hogs,

easo

senu-winu-
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Sells

j

YEARLINGS AT AUCTION.
receipts, 6,000; market strong; bulk! New York, June 23 The most
J3.f..j!i8.70;'hp'nvy $8.'0fff 8.65; packers notable auction sale of thoroughbred
and butchers. $8.55(8.70; light $S.
horses that has been held around
8.75; pigs $7.00 J $8.00.
here in a long time was opened in
CaM In.
ecelnts I1.0O0; market the sales
paddocks at Sheepshend
sleady to 10 cents higher; prima fed bay today and will be continued
dressed beef steers through the greater part of the week.
steers $3.5057-9.10$7.D0C'8.50; western steers $7.00
The consignments to go under the
southern steers $6.00S.C0; hammer included 43 yearlings from
S.G0;
cows $1.73 7.33; heifers $6.508.75; the famous Elmendorf stud of James
Blockers and feeders $0.508.23; bulls B. Haggin and 40 yearlings from the
I3.73S7.23; calves $7.000.73.
breeding farm of H. T. Oxpard. The
Sheep, receipts, 8,000, market strong. prominence t the horses to be dis
Lambs $6.001 7.75; yearlings $5.00
posed of led to marked interest in
$1.505 3.25; ewes $1.00 the occasion and many prominent
C.:5; woflK-rhorsemen and breeders were on hand
4.73; stackers and feeders $3JB0
at the opening of the sale.

tlig lei at lost; 1foc!

Look at These
Silk

89c

Gloves

Percale, rer yd

h

50c Ratines,

92c

yd

.

25c Iron Clad Hose, pair
50c Ladies'
$3.50 and $4

sets

38c
19c

Silk Hose, pr. 33c

flysl

20 Per Cent Discount
n oJl Shoes zxnd Oxfords

This discount applies to our entire line of Fine
Shoes and Oxfords for Alen, Women and Children.

Red fern Cor

.

--

$2.49

Store

'The

OneThird Off All
Waists

OF QUALITY"

'11

i

E.LASVEGAS.

letliicei

lie

Men's and Boy's
Wear Specials
50c

Lisle Suspenders

25c Lisle Sox, per pair

'I

.

39c
16c

75c

and $1 Shirts, each
59c
Florsheim Oxfords, pair$2.99
63c Boys' Union Suits
48c
75c Muslin Night Gowns
49c
73 and $1 Boys' Waists
-- 49c

See

(
1

r,

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

.wt.

-

I!

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

51,050

time-honore- d

llCflIlfllC fi's

n

Our

Boy's

!afs and Caps
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ADDITIONAL PERSONALS
F. E. Clark is a business visitor
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Prentice and bon
here for a short time from his home
afternoon for Calileft yesterday
in A'ibuquerjuo. ,
Mr. and .Mrs.;' E- ,W. Neal of Shoefornia, where they will spend the
maker came in tAis afternoon for
coming three weeks on a vacation.
Charles H. Ward1, a well known
their
visit.
business
weekly
0. A. Larazola returned yesterday afN. Fontaine Jeft yesterday
Las
after
Vegas boy, is due to arrive m
ternoon rom Clayton where lie has noon
Las Vegas tonight from Chicago to
for Denyei", where ne will be
been oa business for a short time.
on business
Attend the wedding of his sister. Miss
days.
William Williams of Douglas, Ariz.,
Rachael Ward, which Is to occur next
J. J. Fuss, a well known business
came In yesterday afternoon for a man
of Cleveland, was a business
Wednesday evening.
short business visit in Las Vegas.
Sheriff and Mrs. Jim Johnson of
visitor in Las Vegas tooay.
TOOKER
AND
GRAAF
&
STUDIO
A. W. Harrison of Great Bend, Kas.,
Roswell
came, in yesterday evening
W. G. Ogle, the land man, left this
HAYWARD BAKE SHOP ARE
is again a. business visitor in Las
with a patient for the asylum. RosMaxwell and Springer,
for
afternoon
SCORCHED
Vegas for a few days on his way where he will ' be
well has been breaking the record
for
home.
far this month for insane perthus
few days.
the
coming
Two
24
fires
within the space of
of
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Simmeth
sons. Every second patient that Has
J. A. Miller came in this afternoon hours called out
the firemen yesterChicago came in Saturday evening from
Albuquerque for a short busi- day and this morning. The first fire been brought here come from
and 'will remain in Las Vegas for a ness
.visit in Las Vegas.
started
few days
morning at 9:40
llfeld left yesterday after- o'clock atyesterday
Ludwig
the Tooker studio on DougW. E. Stewart of Wichita, Kas., arnoon for Santa Fe on a short busiFORMER BANK EXAMINER TRIED
las avenue. J. L. Tooker, the camera
rived in Las Vegas yesterday after- ness visit to the
Columbus, O., June 23. The case
Capitol City.
man, was experimenting with a new
noon from his home for a few days'
of Clem. S. Baxter, charged with
J. D. Barnes, 'local manager of the
flash light apparatus, and during the
business visitWells Fargo Express company, was
embezzling $3,140 of the funds of the
Have your clothes cleaned at the a visitor in Santa Fe
process of his experiment the mech- Columbus
Saving3 and Trust comyesterday.
Parisian Dry Cleaners. 523 Sixth
J. W. Hesselden of Wagon Mound anism exploded, spreading fire all ov- pany, was called in court today for
street. Adv.
came in yesterday afternoon for a er the studio and knocking Tooker trial. Baxter is a former state bank
W. G. Hill and B. 'at Wyatt and few
days' business visit n Las Vegas from his perch on a stool. A nearby examiner.
family drove in yesterday afternoon
Mrs. H. C. Young left last night colored resident heard the.xplosion
In a big Moline car en route from for
MRS. HARVEY DEAD
Hamilton, O., where she will and immediately came to the assist
Los Angeles to Chicago.
'spend several weeks visiting rela ance of Mr. Tooker, who was rendered
Leavpiiworth, Kans., June 23. Mrs.
William Goke, who has been at- tives.
'
senseless from the explosion.
After Barbara Harvey, widow of the late
tending St. Michael's college in Santa
J. E. Cunningham of Dayljon, O., turning in the fire alarm, he helped Fred Harvey, founder of railway eat- iFe, "has returned home to spend the arrived in Las Vegas Saturday even- Tooker, who was
nearly overcome by ng houses in the west and southwest,
isummer months.
ing and will remain here for several smoke, extinguish the fire. The East died in her home here today. Mrs.
Mrs. H. Hartley, formerly a resident days on business.
side department
responded to the Harvey was 71 years old.
and one of the old timers in New MexJoe Tinkler, representative for the alarm. Mr. Tooker was blowing in a
ico, came in yesterday.Ior afew weeks' William Volker company of Kansas tube connected with the flash film
City-- was a lju'siriess visitor at the and when the
stay in Las Vegas.
explosion came the fire HER ONLY LUXOR
cleaned and blocked. local furniture' stores today.
i. i'anama hats
shot out of - the tube, burning his
Edward Holt of El Paso, Tex., came throat. He was not badly hurt. Little
Parisian Clearners, Phone Main 33
in yesterday afternoon and will re- damage was
Adv.
done to the studio as the
A CORN COB
He will fire
L. A. Phelps, E. E. Ceas and A. L. main here- for a few days.on the roof of the building
caught
sister-in- j
his
of
attend
in
came
the'rwedding
yesterParsons of Michigan
and was extinguished betore it had
which is burned
day afternoon and will remain In law,
through.
rHOUGH RICH, AN OLD MAID IN
Las Vegas for a few days on busi- - to occur.here on Wednesday.
This morning at 8 o'clock an alarm
SAN DIEGO LIVED ALMOST
"has
at
been
who
Thomas
ness.
Trader,
was turned In from the Graaf & Hay-warLIKE A PAUPER
O 0. Ashen, a well known attorney tending Notre Dame university the
company bake shop in the alley
evencame
evenin
Saturday
of Roswell, drove in Saturday
past Iwlnter,
between Sixth and Seventh streets
comSan Diego, Calif., June 23. Although
ing from Missouri en route to his ing and will remain here for the
The fire started in tbe'roof of the
to
she had $1,000 in local banks, and ownreturn
will
"home. He is making 'he trip with ing three months. He
shop and was caused bjr flying soot ed
Notre Dame next year.
property In Kansas City and Dena Ford auto. ,
from the chimney of the Las Vegas
J. A. Stodelle, general agent lor
ver, Miss Anna Lerson, aged 75 years,
Walter Burns, assistant secretary
Steam laundry. The firemen respond
died in apparent poverty in a small
of the Y. M. C. A left last night for the Great' Western Shows company,
as soon ao the alarm was turned in room in this
Lake Geneva, Wis., where he wi'll be i3 in Las Vegas for a few days look- ed
city. . The proprietor of
and put out the fire In a short time.
the rooming house where she lived,
for three weeks taking a course in ing over the prospects of bringing his
At both fires the department showed
big shows here. It has been several
vbo found her body today, believes
physical training worK.
that the practice that has been going she has been dead for two or three
in
carnival
has
a,
s)pped
Morton Howell came in yesteraay af years since
on for the past few months has been
ternoon from El Paso, where he is now this city.' ,
days.
Mrs, George Donden of El a big benefit.
On opening the door he noticed that
, located,
for a short visit in Las Vegas.
He was called homo on account of the Paho, Tex,, drove in yesterday afterher room was filled with empty tin
noon in their carriage motorcycle en
cans. It is presumed she lived on can
serious illness of his mother.
to New York.
M. R. Williams, superintendent of route from;J,os Angeles
ned goods warmed over a little oil
MINISTERS TO
machine of this
feiove.
the Bridge and Building department This is the first
Her only luxury was tobacco,
kind that has passed through here
A blackened cob pipe was found on a
of the New Mexico division of the
ORDAINED HERE cnair leside her bed. HeHr
far this summer.
Santa Fe railway, came in yesterday thus
only rela"Rus." i Kistler, for several years
tive is a niece, Miss Emma Thrasher,
afternoon from Trinidad where he had
connected with The Optic, arrived in
of Altoona, 111., who has been notified.
been on business for a short time.
t.as .'egas. yesterday evening from PRESBYTERIAN BODY WILL ELE' M. M.
James came in yesterday
SATO
VATE
CANDIDATES
Hill
1111.
vtv
ID
lowftm
afternoon from El Paso and will re- AiUtJUUl
BIG COLD SHIPMENT
MINISTRY.
CRED
for several weeks on account of poor
main in Las Vegas for the coming
Seattle, Wash., June 23. A million
health. Kistler has traveled all over
two months. Mr. James vas a resiThe Presbytery of Santa Fe, com- dollars in gold, the first shipment
the country since leaving here in
dent of Las Vegas last summer and 191f."''
from Nome, Alaska, this year, was re
prising the Presbyterian churches of
is a Vegas climate booster.
ceived by the steamships Senator and
wili
HerA.
the
K.
of
northern
M.'S"
the
state,
part
Langmade,
Judge
T Unsell of
. Mr. and Mrs. Homer
in
Las
Vegas Victoria, which completed their first
bert and Gilbert White of Overland', hold a special meeting
Spokane, Wash., are here for a short
round trip of the season to Seattle to
9
o'clock.
and
at
in
drove
tomorrow,
beginning
Kas.,
yesterday morning
visit with Mrs., TJnsell's parents, Mr.
left this morning for their homes at This occasion is for the purpose of day.
and Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Sr. Mr. Un- Overland.
They are making the trip examining'and ordaining to the minsell will leave for home tomorrow,
JUSTICE McNAB WILL QUIT.
in a Ford and are returning from istry, if the way be clear, two candiwhile Mrs. Unsell will remain here
reSan
the
for
Francisco, June 23 "The pres
who
been
have
have
dates
completed
Carlsbad, where they
all summer.
several weeks. Judge Langmade is quired studies for admission to the ident must accept either my resigna
Mr and Mrs. E. R. Collins of Los
The young men are tion or asli for that of Mr. McReysacred office.
a well known Jurist of Overland.
Angeles, Calif., passed through Las
Miss May Raynolns, tor a number Mr. Acorsiriio Vasquez Lucero of El nolds, and there is no doubt in my
Vegas last night on their way to
of years a resident of Las Vegas and Rito, Moro county, and Mr. John Ros- - mind that it will be mine," said
Chicago, where Mr. Collins will be well
known all over the state, came coe Fitzgerald pf Louisville, Ky., both United States District Attorney John
employed) for two months on the in
evening from New York of whom are graduates of the class B. McNab today.
yesterday
Chicago American. Mr. Collins, who
He said' that any efforts .that may
Theological
Miss Raynolds has just returned from of 1913 in McCormlck
is managing editor of the Los Ange- -'
is have been made by his friends to
former
The
been
has
studying
she
where
Chicago.
seminary,
les ., Hera'id, with Mrs. Collins, will Italy,
decline his
music for the past two years. Miss under appointment to,, the Mexican have President Wilson
stop here on the way back to Los
been
had
made
without
and
Raton
in
Las
in
church
resignation
remain
will
Vegas
Presbyterian
Raynolds
Angeles for a visit with Mrs. Col for a
friends and the latter to the Navajo Indian work his knowwledge and against his de
visiting
weeks,
few
lins' people, the Flints. A number
sire.
at Liberty, San Juan county.
of friends of Mr. and Mrs. Collins relatives.
"I could not remain in the depart
The ministers expected to be in
Traveling in their private cars, W.
visited1 them at the train last night.
E. Storey, third vice president of the attendance are the Rev. Roderick C. ment longer with Mr. McReynolds a3
Santa Fe Railway company; F. C. Jackson, moderator; the Rev. Samuel the head of it, after what has trans
Fox .general manager of; the western Magill, stated clerk, and the Rev pired," he added. "So, plainly, there
Messrs. Gabino Rend6n,S Joseph S. is nothing to do but to accept my res
lines,""tad F. L? Myers, superintendent
of the New Mexico division, pass- - Russell, P. B. Henaenrte, Eliseo C. ignatlon."
Valuable Suggestions
ed through- here yesterday morning Cordova, Victoriano Valdez, Tomas
By Mrs. Nevada Briggs, Exponent of
on a special train. Mr. Storey is on Atencio and Manuel Madrid.
the Art of Baking, as taught by
KILLED BY AUTO.
Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill
his way from ; California, where he LThe examination of the candidates
Quincy, Mass., June 23 Beneath
and an automobile overturned in a ditch
Helpful Calte Making Bints
has been for tie past few months, Win' occupy the day sessions
Always sift flour and K C Baking to his headquarters at Chicago, the. ordination service will take place in Braintree, a trolley car conductor
Powder at least three times. The and Mr. Fox to LaJunta. Mr. Myers In the evening at 8 o'clock in- the
earty today found the body of Alton
more sifting, the lighter the cake. accompanied the party as far as First Presbyternian church. A cor21 years old, and lying nearby
Tripp,
Remember that! To cream but- LaJunta.
dial Invitation is extended, to the his companion, Daniel Dowllrtg, in a
cat
and
ter
sugar quickly, warm the
T. L. Blackburn, 'a prominent
public.
condition. The autosugar slightly. Beat yolks of eggs tleman of San Bernardino county,
mobile was one of two which had
with rotary beater. Whip whites California, drove in yesterday after
the night from a
of eggs with flat spoon whip. noon from Raton In his Ford auto; FFOLLOW WASHINGTON'S ROUTE been stolen during
in
'Water makes lighter cakes; milk Mr. Blackburn is on his way .from Philadelphia, June 23. A party of Nantasket garage while a fire waswho
to
Dowling,
According
progress.
members fttf the National Society;,
makes richer cakes.Detroit, Mich He carries ii camping
thex dangerous Jist at the Quincy
Sons of the; American Resolution,' left is on
atnew
has
car
"J.
in
buhis
and.
cream
outfit
fake
TpaoEs
vfjrf
he
ja
.oyer hospital with a fractured skull,
tter ifndsugar'tharoughly, then add tachment that converts his auto Into this city today in'; pilgrimivfce
were jit a Jiotel in Nanand
Tiipp
Washingif used. Then alternately a bed. The front seat of the machine, the route followed by George
to
' add moisture and flour that has folding back, makes a comfortable ton 139 years ago when he went from tasket when invited by a stranger
automobile.
driver
The
in
ride
the
to
been sifted with baking powder sleeping place. Mr. Blackburn stav?d Philadelphia to Combridge, Mass.,
the man supposed to have
and stir until smooth and glossy, that the roads were in poor condi- assume command of the Continental of the car,
believed to have escaped
is
stolen
it,
adding egg whites after thoroughly tion on account of the rains, but that army. - At various points along the
injury.
route in Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
mixing.
he had experienced little trouble.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Turner re- New York, Connecticut and MassaAlways use K C Bakt,!g Powder,
BAN ON MULBERRIES
Biscuit Helps
turned yesterday afternoon from chusetts tablets and other memorials
B3- Colorado and will be erected, marking the stoppinw
over
Kansas, June ,2
auto
Manhattan,
their
flour
sift
trip
C
and
K
Always
Baking
the
claimed
a
women
that
had
Mexico.
cause
ripe
New
of
and
other
They
of
points
Powder at least three times.
parts
Washington
places
on tna sv'ewains ond
fruit
Have shortening cold and firm. most pleasant trip. Mr. Turner stat- of historic interest.
.r.
thai? ski to the city
Mix clough as soft as it can be ed this morning that the peop'fe of
ci:s:
red
ordinate
handled. The softer dough goes New Mexico are for behind those of
a,i
pase
c' tniay
COTTON SEED CRUSHERS MEET
into the oven, the lighter the Colorado when It comes to maintainall mulberry tees in the city
23. The annual con- quiring
June
Chicago,
biscuit when it comes out. It is ing good roads. He said that the
to
be grubbed out and burned.
Seed
easier for K C Baking Powder to roads in New Mexico at some places vention of the Interstate Cotton
do its work in soft than in stiff are practically impassable but that Crushers' association met at the Hotel
HARVEST HANDS NEEDED
in this city today for a three
dough. Mix biscuits very little. in Colorado ' no trouble whatever LaSalle
unis
attendance
The
Pratt, Kans., June 23. Twenty-onDo not knead. Stir up with spoon was experienced. This is fast be- days' session.
and twelve teams were
automobiles
includes
and
representaroll-oNew
In
or knife and press in shape to
usually large
coming a recognized fact
Ala waiting at the depot for harvest hands
tive
from
someIs
Georgia,
delegations
floured board.
there
unless
Mexico, and
bama, Tennessee, South Carolina, Tex last night, when a train arrived here.
With K C Baking Powder re- thing done immediately the
to
as, Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas This county needs 200 more harvest
unknown
be
will
sults are sure and certain. Ask
highway
8
and
hands and but few are coming;.
K
for
C.
Kentucky.
state.'
this
your grocer
.
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PERSONALS

HIS

OCCUR

WHEN ON YOUR VACATION

-

WITHIN 24

for-a-f-

HOURS

ew

r

you want to carry your funds in such a manner as to give you SAFETY from
loss or theft CONVENIENCE cashable 'anywhere in the world. These require''
ments are to be found only in TRAVELER'S CHECKS, issued in amounts of $10,
a
$20, $50 and $100 and sold by

BAMS
PEOPLES
.
CAPITAL

d

.

.

Mr.-an-

TO

lit

j

TODAH

BASEBALL

4

I

'

-

41

-

j ,..

National League.
Chicago at St. Louis; cloudy.
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati; rain.
Philadelphia at Boston; clear.
Brooklyn at New York; 2 games
American League.
at Chicago; clear.
at Washington; rain.
Boston at Philadelphia; cloudy.

SUNDAY

GAMES.

dent, especially in Union Pacific,
which cost it half of its early rise.
Bears were inclined to strengthen
their committments in their Harriman
shares owing to an uncertainty as to
what form the dissolution plan would
ultimately take.
The market closed steady. Special
weakness "in certain stocks drew attention to the continuation of intermittent liquidation. Baltimore and
Ohio lost lYi and Virginia Chemical 2
points. Metal stocks did not resist
the late pressure, Steel and Amalgam-aae- d
losing all but a fraction of the
day's rise. Buying orders made their
appearance Just hefora the close, and
the market hardened egaln, with the
short Interest showing soma !.m ":
tion to run to cover.
The closing Quotations were: "s
Amalgamated Copper
twu
Sugar, bid
....ICS
Atchison
Sj'i
1SCU
Reading
Southern Pacific
84
Union Pacific
113
51
United States Steel
102
United States Steel, pfd

0--

2--

0--

1--

10-6-

16-1-

2--

'

-

- r
rr-2-

v

5

23
17

New York

,;;;,1;h. ,,

Denver
St. Joseph

--

-

w--

n

41
36

Des Moines

H

Lincoln

33
a3
26
22
21

Omaha
Sioux City

Topeka
Wichita-

.532
.391
.354
29

29
39
42
41

Western League.

Club

-

.

Lost

Pet.

19
26
27

.683
.581
.557
.541

.'

28'
29
35
39
43

'.532
'

.426
.361
.328

'

The

No person need hesitate to take Fo
ley Kidney Pills on the ground that
they know not what is in them. Foley
& Co. guarantee them to be a pure
curative medicine, specially prepared
for kidney and bladder ailments and
irregularities.
They do not contain
habit forming drugs. Try them. O.
O. Scbaefer and Red Coss Drug Store?.

If it may be termed a science
include

1

ft

t

GRASSHOPPERS DAMAGE CROPS
Guthrie, Okla., June 3. Grasshopp- pers are doing such damage in central
Oklahoma that a delegation from Lin
coln county went to .Oklahoma City today to petition the state board of agri
culture to aid them m stopping the invasion- of the Insects In Deep Fork
In the vicinity of Warwick
valley.
and Wellston, the cotton crop has been
deitroyed and the grasshoppers are
attacking the corn and alfalfa. Dam
age i, reported from other localities.

proposition to the greatest cumber
prospective buyers. To reach this

Science of
Selling

'of

class in the southwest

;

Farms

im the

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS
Sanfa Fe, N
and return..

.

e

'

ocean-to-ocea-

n

Subscribe for Tbs Optic.

A

onvention ant
1

i

1

July 1st to 6th Ivr
Tickets
3

4

1

'

"

D.

n

1,

Christian

'

THE LATEST FASHION NOTE
Says: '"It is a wise precaution
against getting holes in delicate hosiery to powder the shoes before putting
them on." Many people sprinkle the
famous
antiseptic powder, Mien's
Foot-Ea3into the shoes, and find
that it saves its cost ten times over
in keeping holes from hosiery as well
as lessening friction and consequent
smarting and aching of the feet.

roust

ineans of presenting tlie

semi-conscio-

.

35,0v.

tnt&rest Paid on Time Deposits

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York,' June 23 The Wall
street point of view underwent a
and there
change over the week-end- ,
American League.
was no trace during the morning of
Detroit, 7; Cleveland;, 6.
the acute weakness of Saturday. BeDetroit, 1; Cleveland, 2.
lief that the decline had been overSt. Louis,
Chicago,
done led to heavy buying today, and
the
early rise in prices was well mainWestern League.
tained
through the morning, although
St. Joseph, 1 ; Denver,
trading became dull at the higher levEes Moines,
Lincoln, 11-el.
Omaha,
Wichita, 14-.
The improvement was due partly to
Sioux City,
Topeka,
the belief that bearish Interpretation
placed on the Interstate commerce
American Association.
commission's ruling on Saturday was
Louisville, 4; Milwaukee, 3.
Kansas City,
Columbus,
hardly justified in view of the comPaul game post mission's decision to Institute an in
Indlanapolls-St- .
quiry as to whether existing freight
poned; rain.
rates were adequate. "
Bear traders were disconcerted by
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
the narrow movement of American se
curities in London, following the seNational League.
Won
Lost Pet vere decline here, which brought last
Club
.G73 week's trading to a close, and practic17
35
Philadelphia
.604 ally all of Sunday's losses were made
21
32
New York
.558 up before IJie morning sessio'n ended,
29
:23
Brooklyn
.542 the rise being greatest in Union Pa32
Chicago .
.466 cific, which was the greatest feature
31
27
Pittsburgh
24Bonds were firm.
.444 of Saturday.
30
Boston
. 24 35 .407 Activity abated and prices reacted
St. Louis
.339 V2 a point or more in the afternoon.
39
20
Cincinnati The check to the advance was due in
American League.
part to the satisfaction of the foreign
Won Lost Pet. demand, which amounted to 25,000
Club
.737 shares, and to the running In of the
15
42
Philadelphia .629 more timid shorts.
23
39
Cleveland
.544
26
31
Some short selling was again ev!-- i
Boston
.541
28
33
Washineton
Detroit
St Tiiia

"

Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits

National League.
Pittsburgh, 5; Cincinnati,
Chicago, 6; St. Louis, O.

Chicago

M.

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Backing.

Western League.
at St. Joseph; cloudy.
at Des Moines; cloudy.
at Omaha; clear.
at Sioux City; cloudy.

Denver
Lincoln
Wichita
Topeka

8. B.

OF LAS VEGAS, N.

American Association.
Minneapolis at Columbus: cloudy.
St. Paul at Indianapolis; rain.
Kansas City 'at Toledo; clear.
Milwaukee at Louisville; rain,
'

I

Jefierson Raynolds, Preildent.
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.
RaynoldB,
II. Eile Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Davis, Vice President
Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

St. Louis
New York

(
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"5he

Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot

reach the diseased portion ot the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused fcy an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube Is Inflamed you have a running sound or Imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, deafness Is
the result, and unless the Inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hear
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an Inflam
ed condition or the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
by RATES
catarrh) that cannot he cured
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu-lcir- s

ohe OPTIC

in

ES

RESTAURANT

AND

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOOD3 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4
A. M.
Regular com

CHAPMAN
I!

A

COLUMN

D D

LOBBY

munication first and
third Thursday In
aach month. Yislting
brothers cordially In-

L

u. O.
Tourtli

MOO&fc

AJeels secouct a
Thursday evenini
tui
montL Hi u o w. Hall
vtwt
biothurs cordially invited. Howard
T. Davis,

Dictator;.

J.

ThprnhiU.

Secictury

vited. Wm. P. Mills.
W. M., H. 8 .vfan Petten, Secretary. J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 64V
TI8EMENT?
I. O. of 8 8.
fr6
Aleets every first
P.' J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO 2, Tuesday of the month in
the vestry
Five cent per line eacn insertion.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Reg- KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
rooms of Tempie Montefiore at I
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
r a lues-ia..ar conclave
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers ar
No id to occupy less space than two
in each month at Ma- cordially invited
Isaac Appei
lines. At!
advertlt mntt charged
ionJo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Q. H.
Presldfiif: Charle 3reonclay. Se
TAX PAYMENTS
,
will be booked at space actua'ly
Klnkel, hi. C; Chas. Tamme. Ke- retary
that any without regard to number of words
Notice is hereby given
coraer.
will
D.
A.
1912,
taxes yet unpaid for
Cash'in advance preferred.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
become delinquent oti June 1, 1913,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY1.
Meets every Monday evening
i
WMjpBg!3gfS
iii
and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
AL ARCH MASONS Regilar con
their hail on Sixth strpet. ah vt
to a penalty of five per centum.
vocation first Monday In
ing brethren cordially Invited to
Further notice is hereby given, that
each month, at Masonio
F. D. Fries,
tend.
N. G.;
Gui
will
be duly
after July 1, 1913, notice
at 7:30 p. m. H. Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Temple
all
of
the
sale
of
public
published
B. Hubbard. H. P.; P. O.
Secretary; Karl Wertz. Treasurer;
property upon which taxes of A. D.
wood, Secretary.
C. V. Hedcock, cemetery --usta
1912 remain unpaid at the date et
for such sale, and such property up
PAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN CF AMERICA
on which taxes of 1912 are then delinOPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L
8, Meets first and third Fridays
Meet ii the Forest of Brotherly
quent, will ba sold as required by the
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
Love
at Woodmen of th World
session Laws of 1913.
Mrs. J. O. Rutledga, Worthy Maon
the second
fourth
hail,
14
N.
Dated at Las Vegas,
M., May
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m.
1913.
Telephone Mala 329.
C. II Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
EUGENIO ROMERO,
WANTED Reliable girl of good moZ. W. Montague, Local
Clerk;
San
Collector,
Treasurer and
NO
rals for housework. No other need FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
uty.
Visiting members are espeMiguel County, N. M.
1054 Seventh street,
02 Meos
apply.
very Monday night at
cially welcome and cordially 'invit
O. R. C. Hall, oh Douglai avehue.at
'
I"
ed.
are
8 o'clock.
NOTICE.
WANTEDCompetent
stenographer
Visiting
and office clerk Answer in own
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
cordially welooma J. C. Wert,
ATTOKNEYH
ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
handwriting. J. B. Optic office.
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
O. H. Bally, treasurer.
lakes, which are the two northern'
HUNKER & HUNKE
most of th group of Kroenig's lakes WANTED
At
this office, nice
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
large cotton rags. Must be clean B P. O. ELKS Meets second and George H. Hunker Chester A.
Attorneys-at-La5 cents per
fourth Tuesday evening of each
person will be allowed jo hunt or
pound.
New mti
fish upon this property except memmonth Elks borne on .Ninth strea'. Las Vegas.
FOR
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As we have said before,
the purpose of THE OPTIC is
first of all to serve its readers.
To do thisis not only the right
moral attitude toward our
constituency but it is good
business, speaking from purely a business standpoint.

And so is it that we point
out from day to day the
this paper
and the advantages to be
gained from keeping posted
in all of the news thus

The spirit of advertising
is different
from that of
a few years ago. The idea no
to-da-

y

longer is to fool and to misrepresent, but to inform and to
invite. And it is the constant
aim of the good merchant to
stick resolutely to facts.
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m
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OFFER on splendid updon. Secret-- ?
DP. E. L. HAMMOND. DENTiS
right piano, used short time. Call
Crockett Building.
COUN-CIand see it, 503 Main avenue.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS.
Office Telephone- Mala n.,
NO. 804. Meets second and
House Telephone
Mais !
FOR SALE Piano, furniture, rugs
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. HalL

FOR SALE At a bargain A fine
new upright piano. E. E. Wentworth EL

N. O.

I!!

Layton,

EAST BOUND

epn

Arrive

.. 9:10

2.

No.

No

8....

No.

No

11:05 p m
2:05 a. m..

l

No

3

No

7

.

.

.

11:05 p
2:10 a
2:lfl

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m.. ... 1:46
10 a m
6:18

(.

4:3i

v

B:35

p.'m....

7:00

m

p

FOR RENT Five room furnished cottage. Call LeRoy House, 618 Grand.
-

p

ROOMS

FOR RENT No
seekers need apply. Call
Kitchen.

For YOU!

FOR RENT
511

This elegant Rogers'

"if you use
EMPRESS
FLOUR
1-

-

w -

a

in

f

something

Ill
II?
I!?

way when

you

how Much
Better EMPRESS
FLOUR realb.is.
learn

by GER-

Made

Ill

MAN PROCESS

III

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
IT 'S
SPOON
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

II?

in
???

in
in
in
in
in
in?'

V

Modern furnished
Ninth street.

flat

PRIVATE

board.

710

SONS' A A
STANDARD

SILVER
PLATE-BEAUTI- FUL

Store.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Cake LAXATIVE
BROMO Quinin

ablets. Druggists refund money If li
E. W. GROVE'S gig
faiis to cure
lMture Is on each box. 25c.
I

FRENCH-GRE-

Y

(STER-

LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be

ob- -

tained in this city from

ALL GROCERY

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Your druggist will refund money
If PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure
any caBe of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
or Protrdin? Piles In 6 to 14 days
50c.

DR.

F.

8. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any
moderate prices.
Room 1 Center Block. Tel.
East Las Vegas, N,.

t

desi.-riptio- t

MalD

i

M.

Professional Health Culture for Ladl
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
Knlgiiti General Massage, Hair and Seal)
Visiting
tre cordially lnvlt Treatment,1 Facial Massage, Manicure
ttf. Chas JJebaco
Plaza Hotel.
Chancellor
aer,
Office hours 1:30 p. m.'to 3:30 p, m
Commander. Harry
qi
Keeper of Records and

CRYSTAL

iCE.

From Distilled WaterFree from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 10C lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery.

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.
1200

Phone Main 227

Lincoln Ave
JO

RETAIL PRICES

Grand Ave.

shoes. It instantly takes the sting
out of corns, itching feet, ingrowing
nails, and bunions. It is the greatest
comfort discovery of the age. Allen's
Foot-Eas- e
makes tight or new shoes
feel eagy. Ladies can wear shoes
one size smaller after using. It is a
certain relief for sweating, callous
and swollen, tender, aching feet Try
it today. Sold everywhere, 25c. Tria
package FREE. Address Allen S.
Olmsted. Leroy, N. Y.
Katherine L. Norton, New Bedford,
"I had a terrible pain
Mass., says:
across my bank, with a burning and
sralding feeling. I took Foley Kidney
Pills as advised, with results certain
and sure. I felt toned up and invigorated. I recommend Foley Kidney
Pilla."
For backache, rheumatism,
lumbago, and all kidney and bladder
f ilments, use
Foley Kidney Pills. O
Cross Drug
Red
(i. Schaefer and

NO.

LODGE

KNIGHTS OF PV
TH I AS Meets
t
ery Monday even
ing in Castle Hall

Miscellaneous
IT CURES WHILE YOU WALK
Use Allen's Footease, the antiseptic powder to be shaken into the

It 's giving you
i a present for do- -

ing

health
White

FOR RENT Five room cottage on
Mil. Phone Purple 5301.

C

CM

li

Eighth street.

For fietsl

:

( 20

No

.

m

o.

10

No

:1B p.

m

p.
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DORADO

FOR SALE 1913 Model motorcycles
and motor boats at bargain prices:
all makes, brand new machines, on
eaty payment plan. Get our propo
sition before buying or you will re
gret it, also bargains in used motor
Write us today. Enclose
cycles.
stamp for reply. Address Lock Box ry Maruu,
11, Trenton, Mich.
Seal.

TIME CARD

LOCAL

Visiting membuilding.
bers are cordially Invited. Richard
Pion("w

Devlr.e, G. K.; ITrank Angel, T. S.

HERMAN
429 GRAND AVE.

DENTISTS

MAKE US

CARRIAGE

AMD

m
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in

and Pouglaa avenue. Visiting broth-ersarcordially Invited. Gov. Wm.
J. MUls, Exalted Ruler: D. W. Con-

For Sate

stove, range etc. Best quality, good
as new. 1007 Eleventh street.

SIGN PAINTING

?!!

ers to the profitable practice
of "ad" reading.

bers of the club, and all persons going there must be prepared to show
a membership card Jn this organiza
tion.
Otherwise they will be arrest
ed for trespassing.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
AND FISHING CLUB.

AUTOMOBILE,

Ill

It is this spirit that makes
for confidence and enables us
to draw attention of our read-

Hn

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 Ibe., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

AG

U A

'.20c

25c
30c
40c
.50c

per. 100 Ibt.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 Ibt.

PURA COMPANY

a
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Famoui.
Las
Made
Which
Have
of
Vegas
Lasting Qualities
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market

mum

s

Classified adi. search out the people to whom amoni al!
those who MIGHT BY the particular thing It worth most.
That property rou want to sell is WORTH MOST cO
who reads the ads. in thle newspaper and would lever
your property unless It were advertised here.

setn-

-

he'

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want (
for) hooks, automobiles, used machlB&iy
are anxious to pay
and furniture, artlclno of usefulness ot ny sort, and musical t
strumenta.

ch

As the cURKifled ads. are read bj all possible buyscB, of all
slblo sorts of thisss, they hate come to be finders of tt beat

1

n

I
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-fine mules CTRiHT
I was, sorry to see the
THE REASON.
- - - COURT Rt.'LE
,. I
I
i
J
i
lost, ana in my gnei i jtitucu diwio
d
otamlle on his way Queen, Shocked at Laxity In Society,
about
home afoot'
Makes Erasures In Her Visiting Lists.
s
(To be Continued Tomorrow)
influ-- .
la
her
Queen
making
Mary
n
,
ence and her strong personality felt at1
A Illustrations ba
PECULIAR FORM OF BANKING court In no uncertain manner, and
EUsvrarth Young
""J i
Jii. I
those who wish to be received and to
Entire Profits of German Institution be held In good repute within its
charmed circle must look Well to their
Are Devoted to Enterprises of
manner of going.
Public Utility.
Never before have there been so
i
y
i'ii i.
The Savings bank at Bremen, Ger- many erasures from submitted lists
many, is one of the most peculiar in- and never has the line been so sharpstitutions in the world. It is in the ly drawn as to the proper qualificaI
nature of a private 'savings and loan tions as at the present time, the New
you."
bank, conducted for the exclusive York Herald's London correspondent
Mother reeled backward, while she
benefit of Its depositors. It was insti- states. No lady who steps out of her
woum
or
to
reaa
it
the
noi
so
that
Toother,
Pete's
shoulders
give
grabbed
SYNOPSIS.
tuted In 1825 by eighty prominent citi- sphere of true womanliness and corit aloud, or even tell the news. He agreement fluttered to Brooke's feet.
for the purpose of offering an rect feminine modesty; no one who
zens,
an
a
danced
and
She steadied herself, then with
ungainly hornpipe,
PART ONE.
inducement
for saving to the poorer has a breath of scandal against her
w
"
torv ooens with
husky croak, "You made Bolt sign
CHAPTER
classes and a safe opportunity for in- or him (for the male sex is also InNow what on airth's the matter with that blind, dying, so he dunno what's
Jesse Smith reiatiny iim itory of his
cluded in the ban), and, above all, no
vestment and a profitable return.
birth, his early life in Labrador and of
My
The Temperance Advocate
on the paper."
yew?" mother boilel over.
the death of hla father.
Individual
who has figured as a prin poor man, don't you know that mosi
law
was
also
that
It
by
provided
asked
'Finish them riggings by first May,
"Can
that?"
proveyou
CHAPTER il Jesse becomes
none of the profits should ever be di- cipal In the divorce court need seek alcoholic beverages are adulterated!
Brooke indulgently, as though he
His mother marries the master of the
vided among the members, but that to find favor with Queen Mary, and
The Drinking Man Sure, and that's
I'm partner and boss of the spoke to children. "If you say things
hip and both are lost in the wreck of
'Says
The spring was in my blood, and I they should be distributed among en- such a one applying for a "command"
the vessel.
iiv t mn
it mv business to take
outfit, and running the whole shootin'-matc- like that, it's criminal libel, and you're could not
creature
Can
meet
any
to the royal presence will surely
sleep.
of public utility.
drinks so that I get all of
terprises
CHAPTER III Jesse becomes a cowboy
and I'll get more wealth than'U both liable to the Skookum House.
larger
to Texas.
sleep when the spring's sweet restless
tat
For twenty years the business was with a prompt refusal.
genuine article that's coming
patch hell a mile, and
However," he shrugged his shoulders,
The queen and the king Is said to me.
?marries Polly, a "There's none like Nancy Lee, I trow, and put the agreement away, "I don't air calls to all nature? Even the lit transacted by members of the society
CHAPTER IV-- He
tie birds were coming back to the without
is deterlnger of questionable morals, who later
Owl Ow!
remuneration, but later the be in cordial agreement
want to be hard on you, Pete."
Is reported to have committed suicide.
for now and again as I strolled work was
court
as far as
north,
mined
her
that
shall,
over
salaried
to
turned
"Oh, mother. Bolt's give me a
"Mister Mathson," mother hissed at along the road I would hear a sleepy
OFTEN SO
one
absolute
of
be
CHAPTER V Jesse becomes a ranchei
possible,
purity.
memno
to this day
clerks. But
and ain't this a happy little him.
id moves to British Columbia,
twitter. "Isn't it dawn yet?" "Not ber of the up
She has been much shocked at the
no
and
to
director,
society,
word
home, iiiy darlin'!"
a
with
whispered
Pete,
have Another nap." So I came te has received
and their
At that Mrs. Pete flung her skinny mother, rose from his bench, and with- yet,
any share of the profits, many causes celebres
PART TWO.
brow of the great hill whence
the
well as by the
as
details,
no
on
the
have
and
claim
propthey
JHAPTER I Kate Trevor takes up this arms around his neck, and the two out appearing to see Mr. Brooke, should see the dawn.
recreations and amusements of
narrative. Unhappily married Bhe con- silly old things sobbed together.
walked past him across the sunlit
I was turning back refreshed toward erty. bank has made
a certain section of society. More
templates suicide, but changes her mind
The
liftA
week
to
save
many
on
public
the
Pete
and
when,
great
later,
slowly up
after meeting Jesse.
yard,
my duty, when I heard something donations, the first
it Is reported that the queen
a ov, tramp, Billy rode down with ing curve of the road to Hundred Mile moan.
being $1,000 in over,
The sound came from under 1840. Since then it has
views
CHAPTER II Jesse rescues Kate from
with great dislike any further
given $75,000
her
husband who at- the rations, he found the old people House.
one at the verj
a
neath
the
tree,
in connection with the divorce
pine
laxity
for a public bath; $57,000 for a public
tempts to kill her. Trevor loses his life concerned "about this yere partnerThe sun was setting behind him
In the rapids.
law. She regards the marriage tie
top of the long climb which Pete had museum,
educational
for
pur$32,000
the
rested
at
when
last
Pete
,upon
ship."
blazed with his inscription, "Got
as sacred and binding, and while deCHAPTER ni Kate rejects offer ot
"Mother allows this Brooke is snowclad summit, and dusk lay in thar." With my heart
poses, and numerous other gifts to
in my mouth
ploring the lightness with which In
grand opera managers to return to the trash," said Pete,
wagging his snowy lakes of shadow far below him. At went to find out what was the matter, hospitals, orphan asylums, libraries, many cases the contracts are understage and marries Jesse.
head, "and for all the interest lie the Hundred he found" the .lamps and so discovered the old cargadol reading rooms, schools, homes for old taken, she yet holds that once it has
CHAPTER
married life starts takes he's
and young, etc.
Thar's alight, and, as usual, Billy offered him crouched down
corpse.
mostly
out happily.
be held Inagainst the trunk.
In 1830 the bank had 3,751 deposi- been entered into it should
holes in my 'skito bar."
a drink. "I ain't drinking," said Pete
shorely
in
a
I
asked
violate.
"Pete,"
very
shakj
CHAPTER V Kate succumbs to th
It
Now
tors with $260,160 deposited.
Billy read the letter thoughtfully.
huskily, as he lurched past the bar voice, "what on earth's the matter?"
pleadings of a composer to return to the
It is even whispered that Queen
has 39,864 depositors and $7,940,528
"Brooke been to see the riggings?" into the dining-hall- ,
tage and runs away with htm. She
and on to the litt
"Dying, mum."
rescues Widow O'Flynn from her burning
Mary has brought her influence to
a
account
On
an
where
he
room
on
asked.
tie
the
deposits.
opening
Captain
right
burned herself and rebouse, is
"But it's too damp here. Why,
bear on the subject to a very material
turns home badly
where Jesse receives her with
"Once in December. He don't know Taylor lay.
deposit book Is given, and at the end extent and that government inaction
catch your death of cold."
you'll
open arms.
la
of the year the accrued interest
"Bolt!" he whispered.
nothin', either.
"That would never do. Say, mum
with regard to the findings of the re
ttle
CHAPTER
added to the amount deposited.
thieves appear in
"Wonder what he wants?"
"That you, Pete? Sit down," said how's Bolt?"
cent divorce commission is thus not
the neighborhood. Jesse asks Kate to fro
are
school
cards
There
also
the
eh?"
"How's
"Smells
claim,
boss
the
savings
mean,
to a place of safety. T.a his Joy she &
cheerily.
a little accounted for.
"Oh, ever so much better."
ruses
and home savings boxes, the receipts
"A mean smell, Pete."
Pete? Getting coarse gold, eh?"
"Can't do it," said Pete, "if I die
of the latter in 1911 being $30,C90.
"Gold? Say, Bolt, what's the mat first he'd have the joke on me."
Billy had spent the week tracking
CHAPTER VTT Jesse resumes the narrative. He calls on neighbors and plan; down the two bad characters who had ter, old fellow?"
QUEER WHIMS FOR FUNERALS
Professor What an!
Chemistry
"Wouldn't you like a hot rum?"
to capture the robbers. Kate is rescued
Ho
a
the
as
false
witnesses
served
Matter? Why, nothing, Pete,"
some of the uses of hot air?
agree,
from the hands of the bandits.
Pete staggered to his feet "I'd g( NEW EMPIRE FOR THE TURK
ment. Their confession was now in blind eyes shone keenly; "of course I'ih for
Englishman's Coffin Made of 4,000
Student In oratory It Is said to btf
that," he sighed, "just like om
CHAPTER VIII The robbers are capMatchboxes Unusual Burial
ta
in
as
and
he
case
not
to
evidence
bedrock
Brooke,
yet,
against
nearly
later
but
their
make
especially useful in warming the atM
escape.
tured,
Driven From Europe, There Are Vast
"
man."
at Sea.
dared, repudiate Mathson's rights as what I owe you've jolly well got to
dience up to the subject
So he took my arm, and I helpe
Stretches of Fertile Land AwaitCHAPTER IX Jesse is captured by
How's old Calamity? I got him
the robbers, but by a clever ruse makes partner, but there was no need to wait.
In
Asia.
road.
Him
the
along
ing
An enormous crowd gathered at
alarm the cargador. So Billy changed Lost Creek Jim to work at last."
prisoners of the robbers.
,
"She burned them rlgglns," hi
SHOWING HIM UP
Chester a few months ago to witness
Was the boss dreaming of old times said. - "- -'
CHAPTER X The prisoners are turned the subject, demanding tea, and there
With the impending curtailment of the funeral of an electrical engineer,
v
- over to a United States marshal, who was a fine gossip
on Lightning Creek?
"Mothsr?" i
the power and extent of the Turkish who was carried to the cemetery in
has arrived with extradition papers.
Once after his Saturday's tramp up
''Watty's in the "mail," said Bolt.
came
comss the hope of a new Mo a coffin that had been laboriously con
Brooke
therj
. "Yes.
'
inspecting
empire
CHAPTER XI Jesse takes charge of the great hill, Pete returned looking
Watty had been dead these thlrtj riggings, so mother burned 'em."
hammedan
the outlaw chief's son, Billy O'Flynn,
empire, the empire of structed by himself out of 4,000 match
having promised the chief to keep him very old. "I axed Bolt?' he explained,
the natural boundaries of boxes. These, with their tops visible
"Won't that be rather awkward?
Arabia,
out of his father's profession.
this
"about
yere partnership.',.
Then Pete sat down on tne Deasme,
You see, mum, Bolt pall which would extend from the valleys
"Some.
advertising their respective mak
"Well?" .asked
CHAPTER XII-- He
takes Billy to Vanmothgr sharply, and the two miners prattled about, the me four hundred and five dollars cash of the Tigri3 and Euphrates to the and were
varnished over and strengthcouver and the lad is shanghaied.
ers,
"
"W? 11
new flume, and the price of flour in t so I come to return him the money.'
isthmus of Suez, and from the Med. ened Inside with wood. On the coffin
r
1,fiolt
with
now
jungle.
'CHAPTER XTIT-- A sort is born to Kate
overgrown
says thar's pigs with pink camp
I didn't quite understand. "You see iterranean sea to the Sea of Oman. was placed an electric battery, says
and Jesse and is nauu'd David.
A word to Billy would have been
bows to their tails, just stretchln' and
I suggested, you and Broom The present villayet of the Hedjaz, London
Pete,"
enough to get the aparejos to a plac
CHAPTER XIV Jesso receives a letter etretchin' around his sty."
are the owners. Doft't you owe hal with the territory of Medina, would
Some years ago a maiden lady died
from his first wife, Polly, in which she
The old woman turned her back, for of safety, pending the settlement oi to yourself and half td Brooke?"
form an Independent state at Calemis-8ur-Lyt
probably
tells how she deceived him Into thinking Pete was
in France, who
v
But
th
as
Pete's just claim
partner.
crying.
Bhe had killed herself. She threatens to
if that's so, I'll pay myseli of which the sovereign would be a was reported to have been a cham
Well,
had
come to him.
For the honor of Kate
In April there "came a rush ol cargador knew well that death
thei
Brooke.
But
Mo
to
owe
the rest
and
religious caliph, the father of all
'and their son, father and mother sepa- warmth out of the west,
pion snuff taker. She enjoyed singu
licking up come to take the one man he loved he claims the whole Star atajo."
rate.
This Arabian empire larly good health, retained all her
hammedans.
business
sordid
for
on
no
was
time
save
This
that
the
all
snow,
high
only
"In that case you owe the whole a should include the valleys of the Ti mental faculties and died at a ripe
PART THREE.
plateau where the Hundred Mile and disturbing Bolt Taylor's peace. It wai the money to Brooke."
gris and Euphrates, Syria, the valleys old age. Her funeral was most ex
CHAPTER
and David go to Spito House seemed to wait and wait better to go quietly.
Pet- - of Oronte and Leontes, Palestine, cen
T don't mind owing Brooke.
'
England to live. Four years later Billy in the white silence.
traordinary. Her wish was that her
O'Flynn arrives and tells how Jesse has
felt so much better that he was abli tral Arabia, with Its five territorial coffin should be filled with tobacco,
been ruined and ostracised through the
Pete sat under a roof of cedar I The sky was. full of stars as Pet to walk without help. "Brooke's gon divisions, the Djwof, the Djebel-Schc- the floor of the mortuary chamber
vlndictivenees of Polly.
shakes which he had built to shelter went homeward. The stars were bij on to inspect mules. I wonder ho
mer, the Kheybard, the Kasin, the Te carpeted with it and the heir to the
CHAPTER II Kate arrives In British the Dew "riggings." He, was riveting and round; the forest in an ecstasj
mules?"
he'll get on with them
yona, Nedjed, Oman, Hadramant, Ye property charged to scatter tobacco
Columbia, lays plans to help old friends
the last of sixty hackamores, as he kept vigil all alert, all silent, and thi
and defeat the plots of Polly.
As it happened, Jesse was an actua men and Hedjaz. If this should come before the hearse on the way to the
were
ol
of
the
thaw
streams
north
of
sayinj
the great
little
dreamed
trail,
I
witness to Mr. Brooke s inspectio to pass a part of the world's geog cemetery.
CHAPTER III Provisions and help ar"ThnS is Duke de Bluffer. He saysf
rive In time to save Jesse's life. He hears open meadows by the Hagwilgaet, ol their prayers before the frost sleei of the Star mules at their pasture be raphy that is little known should come
sometime
who
A
left
Liverpool
lady
of Kate's arrival and of her plans.
he gets is O. "
the heaven-piercinspire of Tsegeor-dinlt- of the later hours. The man was a) low his ranch. Here is his narrative! to the front to the distress of the ca- ago
by the Lucania crossed the At- everything
aeace. It Is not so very much to b
at the Forks of Skeena.
"I thought it was O.- T."
CHAPTER IV Brooke, a former banThe trouble for these poor mulat ble man and the telegraph editor. It lantic on a unique mission. A promidit and Intimate of Polly s, calls on Kate
"O. T?"
"Mother," he said, "I'm no sioueh oi inrjtador; but it is a very big thin was that they followed a false god Is hardly possible that the new empire nent New York business man, who
to Interest her In a scheme to betray
a
own
"Yes; 'on tick.'"
cargador. Them red gin cases is m ixed to be unselfish. The trees kep' dess. Their bell mare Prue ought u should Include Palestine. When the died recently, directed In his will that
to
She
his
financial
Polly
advantage.
refuses.
still to rig for kitchen boxes, and it's vlil, the little streams crooned sleepj have been old enough to know better,
Is broken there is his remains should be cremated and
Turk
of
the
power
wiU a sentiment that will result in taking the ashes scattered on the waters of
CHAPTER V Brooke's despicable plans all complete. The mules is fattening ;rayers, the stars in glory humblj but at the age of twenty-threHARDLY
are defeated.,
good, I hear, and the men's the same served as lamps, and the man madf gray hair and bald withers, she wai the Holy Land from the hands of the the Atlantic from a Cunard steamer.
in
down
th still female.
as last summer, all worth their feed, no cry in his pain. Far
the
Infidel, and after many centuries
The Lucania, being the special favortoo."
valley he say a red flame rise.
(Continued Prom Saturday)
"She and her mules had been graz impassioned but fruitless hope of the ite of the deceased gentleman, was
But mother, grim and fierce in the
half a mile when my new Crusaders will be realized and meet selected, and the lady in question, at
Mother saw Brooke rid off to in ing maybe
throes of her spring cleaning, had not
Jehoshaphat, happened the old cry of "God wills it!" Paris a time fixed, so that simultaneously
young
stallion,
CHAPTER V.
come to admire. "Pete," she shrilled, spect his Star mules in their pastur
harem of twenty-fiv- e
his
Bresil Economlque.
with
the family couM attend a memorial
along
"two more buckets of water, and yew fnr away down the Fraser Canon. Sh mares, smelling down wind for a correspondence
service in New York, cast the ashes
she
with
hev
stove
malice,
bh.eked
how
And
the
on.
move
a
The Cargador.
long
jest git
drink. The mares looked so snug ana
from an urn Into the ocean. A cerThis Ship's Cat Was Saved.
Kate's Xatrative.
yew bin promisin' to whittle me them shook the bedding in enmity, set th grass-fa- t
could scarcely waddle,
when I was tificate was given by the captain of
they
ago,
About
years
twenty
it
wer(
Now jest yew hustle, i'urtniture to rights as though
It was sixty degrees below zero. clothes-pinsbut Jehoshaphat was full of sinful resident In North China, the British the Lucania stating the latitude and
being punished, then sat on the dauii
The moonlight lay in silver on the Pete, or I'll get right ugly."
waters longitude in which the ashes were
waltzing high step at thu sight squadron then In
e
Pete only cut from the plug into 3oor brooding, while twilight deepen pride,
cabin,
'
pines, the
of Prue.
was steaming out of the port of Chefoo committed to the deep.
small
deep buried among the drifts, glit- his palm, and rolled the tobacco
"You should have seen Prue play when a little black cat fell overboard
"""."''7 ,"
pipe. His winter
tered along the eaves with icicles, the for his corn-coup innocent modesty in front oi from H. M. S. Wanderer, writes a cor
ing;
Lang Willie's Retort.
smoke went up into the hush of death, servitude was ended, and he was maspretending she wasn t respondent of the London Spectator.
A Scotch caddie i3 almost certain
Jehoshaphat,
all
before
whom
in
the
frosted
window
and the light
ter, the cargador
there, making believe she was too sud- At once the ship stopped, signaled to to be a shrewd observer of men and
men bow in the dread - northlands.
would glow till nearly dawn.
den, didn't approve of the gentleman, her consorts "Cat overboard," and the things, and he is frequently gifted
Within, Pete sat upon his shiny Mother went off content to carry her
flattering his vanity with all sorts of entire squadron came to a standstill. with a sharp tongue.
bench, rolling waxed end upon his own water, and Pete, with something
airs and graces. Prue paraded her- A boat put off from the Wanderer and
"Lang Willie" was for many years
shiny knee, and tautened his double of a flourish, lighted his pipe.
self along in front of the harem to rescued puss, who was swimming for a
figure on the St Ana
out
"Mother!" Pete let
sharp call,
etitches through the night, scarcely
nnitA the married mares, and all r,er dear life after the ship.
On the occasion of
links.
drews
golf
feeling the need of sleep. His new ancl forgetting her business, mother
mules c:nne worshiping along in pur
The officer who told me the story Louis Kossuths visit to St. Andrews,
to
heel.
as
finish
were
as
came
stacked
humbly,
though
they
quite
aparejos,
suit. Those mares gave the mules the said the sailors would have been a public dinner was given in his honed, had gradually crowded poor Mrs. "Yes, Pete?"
biggest kicking you ever saw iu your furious if the little cat had not been or, and Willie applied for a ticket to
dis"It must take courage to go np Id
a
He pointed with his pipe at
Pete into her last stronghold, the
life.
t
saved, for not only was she a great the bailie who was In charge of the an airship."
and the tant horseman rounding the flank of
corner between the wood-boRock
on
me
Face
lying
"There was
a
pec, but they firmly believed that dis- arrangements. The worthy man curf
much
not
near
bo
but
fill"it
does,
resented
the
hill.
she
the
bunk. Fiercely
like a little boy at a circus, and ther aster would follow if a black cat was ly refused the application, saying to to come down In one."
"Brooke?" she whispered, both
ing of her only room with harness, of
was the performance proceeding so allowed to drown.
Willie that it was "no place for the
at
her bunk with scrap leather, which gnarled rheumatic hands clutched
likes of him to be at the dinner." .
joyful that I never saw Brooke until
scratched her, she said. Wedged Into her heart.
mUCi
he rode down right into the
HiS WIFE
"No for the likes of me" was WilOutward and Inward Change.
"I recken," said Pete cheerfully.
her laBt corner, she would patch disof the fun. Jehoshaphat got mad and
"I've been
lie's
the
was
rejoinder.
when
indignant
Time
circus
his
Pete
at
a
while
"Thinks he's
procession,
graceful' old socks,
went from Brooke, chasing him around
"allee samee Melican In the company ol gentlemen from 11
sewing crooned 'One More River," or sorrel's clattering a loose near-hinPrue chased Jeiio iu man" would have been the instinctive to 4 o'clock malst days for the last
the
pasture.
and her mouth just bleeding as
- 7
some indecent ballad of the gold
phat, the mules chased Prue, the har- comment upon China's adoption of 80 year, and that's mair than you can
mines.
he saws with that spade bit. He's a
kicked at everybody
and
em
bit
w
st
Youth's
Companion.
sayl"
any of the ways and laws of the
too, and
"Mother," Pete would look up from sure polocat. Trots down-hill- ,
Brooke galloped delirious in all direc ern world. Now that country becomes
moth-- 1
in
tail.
his
suffers
Incompetent,
I
T
could
until
fela bench.
laughed
tions and
"You mind when I brung
Do Not Far Disarmament.
a republic and opens the. first session
- U
feet. He's bad as a i Discovered the Old
her here right to this very cabin, er. Look at hisrotten
Cargador Crouch hardly hold down the rocks..
of a representative cw&gress In a fashdisarmament would not
Worldwide
to the bones.
salmon,
stale
with Father Jared, and the Baby,
"Of course, if Brooke hadn't been ion that commands the most serious embarrass the
ed Down Against the Trunk.
great Krupp concern
Been drinking, too."
David?"
a mere mistaK uir euu, u wuum respect of the world. .
.
The sim- in Germany. The technical director
and
Brooke
drew
Brooke
dismounted,
of
over
nd
a
world
up
to
treachery,
nearest
the
"What makes you hover, Pete?"
have herded gently
hundreds
will affect
leaving his rein on .the horse'a neck, was a thief, the lying boss had usH corral and cut the two outfits apart. ple circumstance that, these were de- of the corporation says: "It
,
"D'ye mind Baby David?"
believe
Persons
Chinese
of
little.
us
generally
to
representative
the
of
it
ground.
him
away
dropping
thrown
instead
Pete
and
wruti.; Rut Rrooke proceeded to lose his
"Didn't I nurse him?" said the old
void of queues and flowered silk jack- that the Krupps exist solely for the
woman softly. "He'd red hair like his When Brooke moved to sit on an dry. And Pete was an old fool y!o temper, pulled his gun, jumped
ets, but were shorn and garbed like manufacture of war material, but this
ordered him to one of
stuck-uwretched sorrel behind a tree, and let Americans or Englishmen, was pro- is erroneous. They forget that we
mother, blue eyes same as aparejo Peteboxes. "Not Bolt hisself vvoula forgive.
summer
the
dreaded
had
Slid
kitchen
lonely
the
He
the
stallion.
He missed
Jesse, ani a birthmark on his off kidsaid the old When she was loft with only squirrels drive.Prue through the heart.
i
foundly significant of the passing produce about 4,000 tons of steel daily,
I
ney. Now, did you ask her about that may sit on my riggings,"
shot
away of the old order and of the en- war material being almost a side line.
would
be
Now
Pcta
for company.
after
that
to
nothing
was
gflly cargador.
birthmark?"
"There
sudwas
throe
disarmament
of
nation
worldwide
a
of
this
If
strange
try
"I thought," said Brooke quite kind- "settin"' around, ruined, and out of
"I told her," said Pete, "that a suskeep the sixty Star, mules together.
would proceed much
was mine."
work, the man who had been used and Some went up the canon, soma down, hundred millions iuto the practical denly effected we
picious female, with a face like a ly, "that this harness
world-lifbefore."
as
same
the
twentieth
of
century
the
of
laughing-stocsaid
tho
mother,
"A
aside,
a few even gwam the Fraser, but the
grebe and an inquirin' mind is wistful
"sure-ly.- "
Iho teamsters who saw his pride beft of them climbed the big cliffs nnd
to inspeek Dave's kidneys."
Had Not Fair Chance in Life.
"I fear," said Brooke, "you sort of brought low.
Mother wagged her head. "I own
Bartered Wife.
vanished into the forest.
statistics as to the life hisRecent
did
fierce
breeds
women,
Old
The
frontier
say
misunderstood.
his
and
Taylor
arrieros
I'd like to believe Kate Smith is back
London. What amounted to the,
"I reckon Pete
Inmates of tho Eliwra
of
the
totory
aa
a
enmities
venomous
usefulness
narrow
Ith
in this country, but you're such a con- something about your
i
could collect those mules ami break barter of a wife occurred when Justice. (N." Y.) reformatory, t' a 1 i
if
we
if
house.
Even
;(! the foes of the
working partner, and, of course,
tinuous and enduring liar."
to loving a new maiMtia, But Deane granted a divorce to Kayuiotiiij which offenders untie I the i
C
them
rr
r
a I
i! suilorefi, Brooke should not pros-o"That's so," said Pete.
with Brooke as cargador, the great Moraud and approved the millionaire) are sei.t oa their first c 3 k V n t i '
the boss who had failed her Star Pack-train'IU
numbered with the
to pay $27 j
One day when the sun shone brightagretaciit
i.
CO
were
i.ii
per cent, of Uieaa
that
i
u. ..! 'ji.i; r dragged two
la 500.
Ti
Mathson's
partnership
ly into the cabin, Billy arrived with a
and
past,
In wjsliaa esiua.
oi petroleum from the lean-to- ,
etfex. from Captain Taylor. Pete
scarce worth arguing.

hadn't canceled that preposterous contract with the Hudson's Bay Company,
there's do doubt your knowledge of
the country up north would have been
worth paying for. It was, as you say,
damned awkward about his being
blind as a bat; in fact, I was put to
quite a lot of trouble getting the agreement witnessed. However," he produced a document which mother
snatched, "it's all there in black and
white, and there's the old fool's signatures holds Eood in any court of
law proves that I've bought and paid
for the whole atajo. You needn't
claim I haven't a clear title so you
needn't stare at me as if I'd forged the
signature. It's straight goods, I tell

ri

T'..e

'

-

and staggering under their weight,
poured the oil over all Brooke's harness. Breathing heavily with her labor, Ehe carried loads of swampy hay,
until the aparejos
and
tvere but part of a bonfire. Then with
a brand from the stove she set
the hay alight. There should be no
public shame to break Pete's heart,
there should be no pack-traiunless
he were cargador
Pete Btood beside the ashes, searching mother's face with his slow brooding eyes. Her burning rage was gone,
and she was afraid, for now she
thought too late of all his loving pride
in the work, the greatness of the
thing which his knowledge and skill
had made. That she had burned.
Understanding how love had made
this blunder, Pete Baid no word. He
only knew that Bolt had paid him
seven hundred dollars cash and kind,
which must be returned. In silence
he turned away, and once more faced
the terrible hill which led to the Hundred Mile House.
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"SOUTHWEST

HIND" IS
PUTTING IIP FRUIT

INTERESTING VOLUME

WlilLlliiiLLUiy

First Car Due Now
Qet in Your Order Early
CANTALOUPES HERE

and' 2oc

15

will!)

Light

automobile lamps at

o'clock this evening.

Try a dram ot .01a Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

.s.(f.
THE ANNUAL PUBLICATION
OF
THE NORMAL UNIVERSITY IS
READY FOR THE PUBLIC.

H

"The Southwest Wind," the NorFinch's Goldei Wedding rtye, aged mal University annual, which was
in the wood. Direct from the distil- completed in time for
delivery to the
lery to you. At the ixlby, of course. students at commencement time, ia
Adv.
now ready for tne public, Owing to
the magnitude of the work and some
Enearnacion,
Estrada of Precinct unexpected delays, only a small numNo. 44, applied this morning at the ber of copies were available at comcourt house for $4 as bounty upon mencement time. At present, howtwo coyotes.
ever, the volume can be obtained by
any persons who desire it.
The Ladies' League of the First
The annual, while it is a .school
Presbyterian church will give a mis- publication, is a good booster for the
sionary tea in the partors of the entire community as well as the Norchurch tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 mal. It is fil'ied with pictures of
o'clock.
scenery in and around Las Vegas
and contains many interesting artiThe first hand concert that has cles concerning this place. It lb a
been given for the past two weeks oc- - credit to the school and the city as
cured last night in the Plaza park well as to the students who produced
The concert was well attended. Wed' Pit. Many faculty members as well
nesday evening at Lincoln park the as students contributed to the anband will give another concert if nual. S. Omar Barker was editor
and Chesley Thomason business manweather conditions will permit.
Those who desire the boolt
ager.
The Sociedad de Amigos will give a will find it on sale at news stands.
dance In the Rosenthal hall on Railroad avenue on the evening of June
27.
The Jose Olguin orchestra will KILLS OLD
furnish the music. A good time is
guaranteed to all who attend.. .,

?

Highest In
V

DUALITY FRUITS"

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT
....

LYE-PEELE-

In Fl vour

Quality-Delici- ous

Insist on "Hunts" if you want the hignest
quality in canned fruits

CRYSTAL BUTTER
IS MADE

FROM

PASTEURIZE D C R EAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co

MASON JARS

M

Miss Julia Lucero, a Las Vegas
girl, daughter of Secretary of State
and Mrs. Antonio Lucero, was award
ed honors for making the 'highest
grades In the Loretto academy in San.
ta Fe during the past school year.
Miss Lucor, who is 11 years old, took
all the honors of her class. She got
her preliminary training In the New
Mexico Normal University, of which
her father was a member of the board

of regents and an instructor.
CARD OF THANKS

wish to thank our neighbors
and friends for the sympathy and assistance given us upon the occasion
of the death and funeral of our
daughter and sister, Petrita Taylor.
MR. AND MRS. JESSE TAYLOR.

fJ

MR. AND MRS. ANTONIO

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

lira Store of ttie.Best ofvEverytliing Eatable
WE HAVE FRESH VEGETABLES
ARRIVING DAILY SUCH AS
Gieen and Wax Beans

.

!

Green Peas
Summer Squash
Rhubarb
Asparagus
Bsets
,

Turnips

Carrots, New Potatoes and Sweet Peppers

'i'HJirn
s

fl Ifii?
1

S

fill

ro

.

.

All

90
1.20

qualities in a variety of Colors and Shapes.
Materials which we are offering for a

c

A'l new
few days

$1.05
Pints, per dozen
1.25
Quarts, per dozen
Half gallons, per dozen . . 1.65
Extra tops, for above, dozen 20c
Extra clamps, for above, doz. 10e

te

.

AT
M

JELLY GLASSES
pints., per dozen .35c
pints, per dozen ,40c
Jar Rubbers, per dozen . . . 5c
One-thir-

d

One-ha-

lf

CKLY AT

TIE

DON'T

ROSENTHAL

Opposite the

Y. M. C. A.f.

SENA.

N

"OTflflD

BIG TOURNAMENT
GOOD, BAD AND INDIFFERENT
BOWLERS ALL ENLIST IN
BIG CONTEST.

The Elks, have started a new bowlh
ing contest, which promises to
the most interesting series of
games that have been pyed on tne
Elks' alleys. The elimination process will be used. Each team losing
a game will retire ana the teams
winning will stay in the race and
compete for the championship.
The first game will be played tonight between the Hoke and
teams. A complete list of
all the teams will he published In
tomorrow's Optic, and all Elks are
requested to get a copy and keep It
for reference.
The line-uof the teams mat will
play tonight Is eb follows: Hoke
team Hoke,
Springer, Whitcomb,
Root and Bendix. McWenle team
McWenie, John Harris, Billy Woods,
Dr. M. F. Des Marias and E. P.
lur-nis-

p

Air-dom-

f

Boys' class 4:15 o'clock.

Senior class tonight at

8

o'clock.

h

KITCHEN

sijIL'

i

"moot

CABINET

1

J.

1

1-

JOHNSEN

C.

& SON

Exclusive LoceJ Agents

SMALL IRRIGATED FARM
"HARVEY'S"

Famous mountain ranch; 31st
Old management; 'old rates. Carriage out e'very Saturday. Leave
at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.

Wouldn't you like a nice little irrigated farm right close to the
edge of the city?
We have ten acres, more than half of it in alfalfa, that we can sell
at half value right how.
Don't fail to get our price on this and other property. We are
not offering any property for sa'ie where the price is not cut to meet
'
f
present conditions.
i

PLAIN FACTS
That Potter's can serve that next
party of yours at less expense and
worry, with the best of service and re
freshments than you can. Let u?
f uote you
prices on any number of

I

Gallegos walked to the corner of
Third and Tijeras, with blood spurt
ing from the wound in his neck at ev
ery pulsation of the heart, before he
became too weak. He then sat on the
curb. Mrs. Gallegos took off her apron
and attempted to staunch the bleeding.
She was pressing the apron against
hla neck when Strong Brothers' ambulance arived.
Gallegos was hurried to St. Joseph's
hospital. A physician, who had been
at the Airdome, arrived shortly before the ambulance and was trying to
save the man's life. He died on the
operating table, while a Catholic
priest was administering the last sacraments of the 'church.

Secretary W. II. Stark of the Commercial club and R. F. Johnson made
a trip to the Y. M. C. A. camp yesterday and found work there progressing
rapidly. The construction of the
tents and buildings has been 'rapid.
The boys who have been at the site
doing the work have arranged the
buildings in a petty style, and with
the stream at the doors of the tents,
this camp will be one of the best in
the southwest.
A spring of clear, cool water has
been boxed by the
and
this alone is one big feature of the
Silvauo Gallegos, who was killed
camp. From present Indications this
in
Albuquerque last night In a murbe
will
finished by the latter
camp
part of this week and be ready for the derous attack by a native resident
of that city, formeny lived in Las
big rush on July 4.
Vegas. He is remembered here by
many people. Mr. Gallegos went to
Albuquerque several years ago, in
company with Don Benigno Romero,
when the latter opened a store in
TOMORROW
f
the Duke City. He has relatives here.
at the Y. M. C. A.

f

'
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Will provide yoir"aTyacitiojj this summer.
You can save an
hour or two out
kitchen
A DOLLAR A
your
every
day.
jj
WEEK PUTS QIE ,IYOUR KITCHEN.

The Investment and Agency Corporation
GEO. A. FLEMING,
Phone Main

40,

-

-

-

-

-

Pres. and Mgr.
-

-

i

.

604 Lincoln Avenue

Adv.

THE OLD RELIABLE

SANITARY.

4- -

HOOSIER

A

I

ir

Mackel.

I II. U.

world-builder-

SMS

m
ii

MR. AND MRS. ANTONIO QUIN- TANA.
jR f,('VtlUS.
The women screamed. The crowd people.
MRS. HERMAN SMITH.
THE POTTER CANDY CO.
MRS. J. R. ORTEGA.
which was leaving the Airdome at
that time, was attracted and ran toJOHN TAYLOR.
ward the scene of the tragedy A woman fainted at Second and Tijeras
when
she heard the cry of "murder."
CAMP IS
Mata heard the footsteps coming his
way and fled. He turned north on
liOING UP FAST Third street,
carrying the knife in his

SECRETARY
STARK IS PLEASED
WITH ACCOMPLISHMENTS
OF PAST WEEK

EARLY

COME

WAIT-- -

ELKS START ANOTHER

Gallegos.
Mata called at Gallegos' home about
8:30 o'clock and,;asked for Gallegos.
His son, George, 14 years old, told him
that his father' had gone to the
Mata left the house. Apparently he walked to Third and Tijeras
avenue and waited until he saw Gallegos, accompanied by his wife and Mrs.
Garcia, carrying her baby, leave the
place.
Gallegos and the two women turned
vest on Tijeras Mata walked toward
them and turned aside to allow them
to pass, so he was next to Gallej;o3.
Without a word he thrust a long knife
into the left side of the old man's neck.
The women told the police that Mata
then tore the baby from Mrs. Garcia's
arms, threw her into a puddle of water
in the street and stabbed the mother.
He slashed her on the head and on the
right wrist. Neither of the wounds

hand.

Ik

Radishes
Lettuce
G pn Onions
S :;p 11 a aches
Spinach
Cucumbers
Fresh Tomatoes

.75

ECONOMY JARS

M. B. Otero, collector of internal
revenue for New Mexico, has requested The Optic to announce that all cor- ALBUQUERQUE
KEEPS UP ITS
poration taxes and liquor dealers'
RECORD OF MURDERS WITH
taxes are due on or before June 30,
ANOTHER CRIME
and should be paid as soon as possible.
Albuquerque, X. M., June 23.
The members of the Fraternal
Gallegos, 53 years old, a shoeBrotherhood and their friends are
maker, who lived at 324 West Tijeras
a jolly irood time tonight at
avenue, died at 10 o'clock last night,
the O. R. C. hall when a social dance
thirty minutes after Guillermo Mata,
Is to be given. Excellent music will
310 West Tijeras avenue, had stabbed
be furnished on this occasion and the him.
Mata fled ofter the stabbing,
floor will be in good condition.
and up to early this morning had not
been captured.
Work on the repairs that are to be
Mata was incensed because Galle- made on the Commercial club rooms
had taken Mrs. Maria Garcia's in
gos
was started this morning.
Tut re-- ! fant
daughter to a priest yesterday
tinting et the wails will be the first
and had the child baptized,
morning
work done; after which the other imrelatives of Gallegos said. Mrs. Garprovements will follow. This will
cia, who lives at 216 North Fourth
make the club take a better appearin the same building that the
street,
ance than ever before, and the imGallegos family does, was to be marwill
no doubt be appreciatprovement
ried to Mata, according to relatives o!
ed by all the members.

We

GOAL

Recently we were Fortunate in securing
a large quantity of 4 in hand Ties of Job
Silks.

HEADQUARTERS

Pints, per dozen
Quarts, per dozen
Half gallons, per dozen,

'

WITH A KNIFE

THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

HITS

b

kw

WE ARE

SaJe at Greeobergers
"

and Jar Rubbers.

IN

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL

We show Ihe largest stock
of Fruit Jars, Jelly Glasses
. u.r
S.
1.
tit
Sealing Wax, raratme wax

BAKERY GOODS

JmiWAGO

i

'

I

THE BEST THAT i

CAN BE MADE

1

13

J

;..

We

a. re

head-
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